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Ch15: Reconsideration of Rule 15.7.2.1 Commenced 24.08.15 

DAY 1 – 24 August 2016 

 

  [10.03 am] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Right, good morning everyone.  Just in terms of I have got 5 

a few housekeeping matters first.  Now, so arrangements for the site 

visit, Mr Fowler, are they in place so that the Panel can just take a view 

towards the end of the hearing this morning? 

 

MR FOWLER:   Yes, sir, the Panel is certainly welcome to take a view.  There 10 

are high-vis vests and hats available that you will need to wear because 

it is a construction site.  Mr Keung has asked that there be no open 

footwear being used, I doubt that that is an issue, but sturdy footwear 

would be required.  There will be a health and safety officer available 

to accompany you around the site.   15 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Mr Keung has a pre-scheduled meeting with multiple parties 

at 2.00 pm, sir, and he would like to be - - - 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, he needs to make sure he can be there for that.  If 

you wish I can discuss with Panel members who are flying or whatever 

just to see what arrangements work around those things. 

 25 

MR FOWLER:   Yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So what would suit your client in terms of time? 

 

MR FOWLER:   1.30 pm at the latest, your Honour, just simply so he can point 30 

you to where the entrances to the building are and matters of that sort 

because the health and safety officer is not familiar with the building or 

otherwise at 3.00 pm, your Honour. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay, thank you very much for those details, the 35 

Secretariat will come back to you on those matters once we have 

confirmed them. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you. 

 40 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.  Now, I understand, Mr Fowler, you have a 

leave application in regard to Mr Keung’s evidence and track changes 

that came in this morning. 

 

  [10.05 am] 45 
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MR FOWLER:   Yes, that is correct, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Can I just ask in regard to that, there are concerns 

expressed by Mr Winchester in regard to some observations made at 

paragraphs 14 and 24 of Mr Keung’s rebuttal statement and in 5 

particular the one at 14 I note refers to the Council’s experts as being 

misleading.  So what is your client’s position on those matters? 

 

MR FOWLER:   Your Honour, the evidence was completed on Monday 

afternoon at a time when Mr Keung was also involved with Court 10 

appointed mediation. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, I just want to know what your client’s position is on 

whether or not those observations around the credibility of the experts’ 

independence and Code of Conduct obligations are intended to be 15 

maintained or whether they are withdrawn. 

 

MR FOWLER:   I think you will find, your Honour, that the amendments that 

have been made to this version of - - - 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, but both versions are before the Panel and so I will 

not grant you leave unless I understand that position and if the position 

is that those points are maintained then I would expect you to be able to 

back that with evidence or with cross-examination that deals with the 

same thing. 25 

 

MR FOWLER:   I can clarify that simply, your Honour, that those matters are 

withdrawn. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right. 30 

 

MR FOWLER:   And this evidence which removes those comments. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.  If I may make please this observation, now you 

might recall at the first instance hearing there was a request to 35 

withdraw similar intemperate comments about expert witnesses from 

this witness’s statement.  I have to say that intemperance is also 

reflected in Mr Pedley’s memoranda to the Panel in various respects.   

 

 It does not help a person’s case to make unsubstantiated slurs on an 40 

expert witness’s credentials.  Certainly if the basis for those 

observations can be substantiated then that is relevant to us because it 

goes to whether or not we can rely on the opinion, but some restraint 

would be encouraged by parties, including as reflected in counsels’ 

comments to the Panel.   45 
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 So with that opening observation I would hope that we can now work 

through this matter constructively according to the evidence and in 

terms of the matters we must consider under the Order in Council and 

statute. 

 5 

MR FOWLER:   That is understood and thank you for that guidance, 

your Honour. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I appreciate you are stepping into this, Mr Fowler, late in 

the piece and those observations are made for the ears of your client 10 

who is down the back of the room.  So, Mr Winchester, on that basis do 

you have any concern with the track changed version coming in in 

place of the earlier statement? 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   No, sir, thank you. 15 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.  There is a couple of other matters, just this one 

just to cover off I think with you before we get underway, Mr Fowler, 

if you do not mind.  In Mr Pedley’s legal submissions of 1 July he 

makes this statement about the High Court’s judgment and it is 20 

important for us to understand the true parameters of what we are 

dealing with.  I will just read it to you, it is as paragraph 5, and I have 

just got a note here “As is confirmed by the High Court judgment, the 

Panel’s reconsideration is limited to the interests of the submitter in 

relation to the submitter’s property”.  25 

 

 And I am just wondering whether that in fact is a true reflection of what 

the High Court is actually saying in its direction.  As I read that 

direction it is “In accordance with the agreed position of the parties and 

because the error involves a failure to consider relevant information 30 

and the lack of opportunity to comment I direct the Panel to provide 

KIC with an opportunity to make further submissions and provide 

further evidence on its interests in relation to its properties”. 

 

 I mean I read that as a statement saying we must receive and we must 35 

rehear, reconsider including the evidence on these matters, but not on 

the basis that it is limited to the interests of the submitter, do you have a 

comment on that? 

 

MR FOWLER:   Yes, first of all I agree with you, your Honour, in terms of 40 

your interpretation and views regarding the High Court comments.   

 

  [10.10 am] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Yes. 45 
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MR FOWLER:   It may be that when Mr Pedley was drafting this he had in 

mind the difference between what is now proposed through this relief 

compared to what was originally proposed in the relief of the submitter, 

which would have applied right across the Addington commercial area.  

So what has happened through the passage of time is the relief no 5 

longer includes or affects other landowners’ properties but is instead 

limited only to this particular landowner’s property. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Yes, okay, thank you.  At the end of the day, it is a 

zoning question before us is it not, as to what regulation should apply 10 

within this zone and specifically to your client’s land; that is really the 

nature of it? 

 

MR FOWLER:   That is correct, yes. 

 15 

JUDGE HASSAN:    There is one other matter which if you do not mind if I 

just clarify a couple of things.  As I understand the evidence that you 

are tendering, it is asking for broader relief than what Mr Stevenson 

was recommending in his evidence at the first instance hearing or have 

I got that wrong? 20 

 

MR FOWLER:   My understanding, sir, is that, in fact, it is quite much reduced 

from what Mr Stevenson viewed as being appropriate at the first round 

hearing. 

 25 

JUDGE HASSAN:    All right, so perhaps you could make sure we understand 

that through submissions and evidence.  The reason I took that view 

was that Mr Stevenson’s recommendation at the time was for that word 

“existing” to go in with regard to building.  And one of the options for 

us will probably be, amongst many, will be to explore those issues a bit 30 

further in terms of how those rules are actually framed bearing in mind, 

of course, the genesis of this matter is the Panel’s error in recasting 

Mr Stevenson’s rule without going back to the parties on it.   

 

 All right, so I suppose a matter for both counsel would be to let Council 35 

know at this stage that one of the matters in which we are reflecting on 

is whether or not it is possible to do a relatively simple remediation of 

the rule adjusting its parameters around both buildings and sites in 

regard to this concept of “existing”.  Buildings and activities, I should 

say, in regard to this concept of “existing” on the sites, so Mr Keung’s 40 

evidence obviously will cover these matters for us and we will have 

some questions, but just a question for both counsel at this stage is 

whether or not that relatively simple adjustment can be made, and if 

made obviously we will test all witnesses on the implications of those 

sorts of ideas as well.   45 
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 But clearly on the basis that we will now explore these matters with 

both parties and in light of the cases you wish to make on these matters 

and I think at this stage we will hear from you first, Mr Fowler.  We 

have read your submissions but by all means, emphasise anything you 

wish. 5 

 

MR FOWLER:    Perhaps I could quickly take you through the key points, 

Your Honour. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Yes. 10 

 

MR FOWLER:    The context is what you will be well familiar with and 

indeed, we have already discussed that to some degree already and I 

cover that in my paragraph 2 through to paragraph 10, Your Honour, 

and then in paragraph 11 I advanced to the what I call the Proposed 15 

Relief that is the subject of the evidence that we will hear today from 

the submitter whereby – and this relief is somewhat different from that 

which was tendered with the affidavit evidence in July, Your Honour, 

in that the column on the right under “Standards” formerly read “nil”, 

and that there was no limit on the amount of floor area that could be 20 

developed across the properties.   

 

 The submitter has amended its position and is now promoting a 

maximum of gross floor area of 3,600 square metres, Your Honour.   

 25 

 So, and that really reflects, Your Honour, that the subject land has only 

limited capacity to provide for commercial activity and that is now sort 

of reflected in that limited gross floor area, and there is some evidence 

before you on that. 

 30 

  [10.15 am] 

 

 Sir, the grist of the case for the submitter is that the proposed relief 

seeks to establish, or I should say “re-establish”, commercial activities 

that were occurring on the site prior to the earthquakes, and you would 35 

have read Mr Keung’s evidence to the effect that there has been quite a 

significant investment undertaken by K I International in earthquake 

strengthening and internal sort of fit-out of the buildings, and you will 

see today that that is not completed, but it is at a value of $2.2 million 

to date, Your Honour. 40 

 

 That provides sort of a foundation absent in micro level I suppose, 

Your Honour, for my submission that the relief sought will provide 

substantial benefits to the submitter, essentially because it will avoid 

several of the adverse consequences that are going to flow for the 45 
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submitter if it is not able to realise its ambitions for commercial activity 

on the site.   

 

 And that is a factor, in my view, that needs to be considered alongside 

the degree of negative impact that might arise through the granting of 5 

the proposed relief, and I accept there is a good body of evidence 

before you in terms of impacts or incentives in the CBD. 

 

 My submission is that Council’s evidence substantially overstates the 

degree of impact on the CBD’s incentives that would arise if the 10 

proposal would be granted in this case.  But clearly, that is an 

evidential matter which will no doubt be explored during the course of 

today’s hearing. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you. 15 

 

MR FOWLER:    And at my paragraph 16 I have set out what I see as being 

sort of the key issues, Your Honour, and paragraphs 17 and 18 

highlight some brief comments on the statutory context.  I will not take 

you through that because you will no doubt very familiar with that. 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:     Just pause a minute.  I have realised I have got a bit of a 

problem.  My apologies to you, Mr Fowler, but I have just realised my 

file has come – I think I have got Mr Pedley’s submissions here which 

we have received. Unfortunately, I have not got in my file your 25 

submissions, just an oversight on my part.  I have read them but I am 

struggling to see, I am looking at your paragraphs.   

 

 I will sort that out in the morning break.  I might just have to ask the 

Secretariat also to bring through a copy of Mr Winchester’s 30 

submissions for me too, please, which I have read but do not have in 

front of me at the moment.   

 

 So, if you could go to your paragraphs 16 and 17 again and I have 

picked up on your – the thing that was starting to concern me was that 35 

your relief in the Standards column, I was looking at “nil” and I was 

thinking, I just took a note of that but then realised it was a change and 

16 and 17 I have got in front of me now, thank you.   

 

MR FOWLER:     Great, and 17 and 18 deal with the statutory framework with 40 

a focus on section 32A (a), Your Honour, and I mentioned that 

comparative evaluation, what that requires but I will not take that 

matter any further because you will no doubt be very familiar with the 

requirements of the provision. 

 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:    So if I could quickly intervene there, are you effectively 

acknowledging that in terms of what we need to decide now, the 

findings that we make in our Stage 1 decision on statutory framework, 

the higher order documents and the Resource Management Act 

principles are accepted as a starting point for what we must decide? 5 

 

MR FOWLER:   That is correct. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Nothing in there that you would want us revisit? 

 10 

MR FOWLER:    No, there is no issue taken with that. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    It is about the evidence that we know and need to 

consider under that framework? 

 15 

MR FOWLER:    Yes, sir, and it is essentially, as I understand it, a comparative 

analysis of looking at the rule package as it currently exists and 

comparing that with the proposed relief and determining which of those 

two options - - - 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Is the most appropriate. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Yes, and achieves the objectives that are settled in the Plan. 

 

  [10.20 am] 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 

MR FOWLER:   And that has been a focus of Mr Putt’s evidence in the sense 

that he has accepted those objectives as sort of settled and now what he 30 

has endeavoured to do through his evidence is undertake that 

comparison I have just explained, and overlay those objectives and 

policies across the proposed relief looking at the particular site in 

question, you know, and his view is that there is a match, if you like, 

between what the objectives seek to achieve and the proposed relief.   35 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.   

 

MR FOWLER:   The next heading is regarding the extent of office retail that 

occur on the existing site and there is a reasonable body of evidence in 40 

and around this, and I will not take you through it completely, 

your Honour, but perhaps to help sort of navigate your way through 

that material.  Because there was no cap put in the original proposed 

relief for gross floor area, Mr Stevenson through his evidence 

completed a theoretical calculation of what he assumed could occur on 45 

the site and that came out at about 10 and a half thousand GFA. 
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 That has been contested, if you like, by the evidence for the submitter.  

The submitter has lodged affidavit evidence from Graham (ph 1.23) 

McDermott who has done a bulk and location and economic 

assessment to determine what is actually feasible in terms of if you 5 

were to put a new building on the site, which I should note is not the 

intention but that was what was concerning Mr Stevenson in particular, 

and the evidence of Mr McDermott is it is a figure that is much lower 

than 10,000, and more in the order of 1,600 - 1,800 square metres, 

your Honour. 10 

 

 But in any event what is being proposed is restoration of the existing 

site and Mr Keung’s evidence talks about a net development capacity 

of somewhere in the high 2,000s. 

 15 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, about 2,900 and something. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Correct, that is right.  And the submitter simply tried to 

clarify all of that by promoting a figure of 3,600 GFA which is then we 

think the basis for your comparison that you are required to undertake. 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, thank you, that has helped clarify something for 

me.   

 

MR FOWLER:   The next heading that I mention is the risk of potential 25 

adverse consequences if the rule is changed in the manner that is 

sought, and you have heard a good body of the evidence or read a good 

body of the evidence from Mr Osborne.  There are in my view some 

shortcomings in that evidence which I have flagged in this section.   

 30 

 The first is the focus of Mr Osborne’s evidence is primarily on 

assessment of office space capacity within the CBD and centres, 

whereas what is here proposed is commercial activity which would 

include retail, commercial services and some office space.  So against 

that context the submitter says that Mr Osborne may well have 35 

overstated the impact because his focus has been primarily on office 

capacity.   

 

 And there is also coming through the evidence of the submitter the 

point that if the tenants that will utilise the space that would be created 40 

by the proposed relief are not tenants that are necessarily currently 

located in centres or in the CBD, your Honour, Mr Keung mentions 

that some of those tenants, the former tenants which he wishes to 

attract to the site are in suburbs and in Auckland and he has had 

discussions with them and anticipates they will return. 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   And I suppose one thing we might have to consider there 

though is at which fine grain of fact do we consider this, do we 

consider it on the basis of those particular tenants or do we consider a 

broader frame of reference in regard to future uses and I suppose that 

may come back to how the rule is finally framed? 5 

 

MR FOWLER:   I think that is fair, your Honour, yes, I think that is a fair 

comment to make.  What is perhaps more at the higher level which I 

would mention coming out of the evidence is that the tenants that are 

likely to occupy the site will be second or third tier tenants described as 10 

B and C grade office space.   

 

  [10.25 am] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 15 

 

MR FOWLER:   And Mr Thompson for the submitter makes the point that at 

the moment there is not much, if any, B or C grade office space in the 

CBD because most of that capacity has been demolished following the 

earthquakes because it was the old brick buildings and the poor quality 20 

buildings, your Honour, that housed those sorts of tenants and that 

office space hasn’t been rebuilt as yet within the CBD.  What is 

available within the CBD currently is for A grade tenants.  So the 

evidence that you are going to hear from the submitter is that there is 

actually a paucity of B and C grade space in the CBD anyway. 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I think these are matters also which our findings in stage 1 

may have some bearing on.  I think certainly we received evidence, 

particularly from the Crown and the Council, in regard to the different 

grades of office, if you like, that the CBD currently attracts and may be 30 

seen as desirable to attract, so we will obviously need to test those 

matters as we go. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Yes.  The next heading relates to the adverse consequences 

for the submitter if the rule remains unchanged.  I have set those out for 35 

you, your Honour. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, thank you. 

 

MR FOWLER:   I do not propose to take you through those in any great detail.  40 

The next heading is in relation to whether the rule should relate to the 

land or just the existing buildings and the proposed relief would work 

in such a way as to attach to the land, if you like, your Honour, rather 

than to buildings, which is somewhat different from the other rules that 

were included in your decision for the Commercial Mixed Use zone, 45 
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and I have set out at paragraphs 32 and 33 the reasons why the 

submitter seeks the relief to be sort of couched in those terms. 

 

 It is not a matter that has been taken issue with by my friend’s 

witnesses.  It is not clear whether that is because they don’t feel the 5 

need to because they are opposed to this relief, you know, at a general 

level or whether they have a difficulty with this particular finding of the 

relief.  So it may be something that needs to be explored a little further, 

your Honour. 

 10 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, thank you. 

 

MR FOWLER:   But certainly I draw it to your attention because there is a 

value for the submitter in having the relief framed in the way that is 

here proposed.   15 

 

 And then the final heading is whether the outcome sought is consistent 

with the relevant planning documents, and I have commented upon that 

already earlier in these verbal submissions, in terms of the match that 

Mr Putt sees with the proposed relief and achieving the settled 20 

objectives in the plan, both with respect to the strategic directions and 

the objectives in the Commercial Mixed Use zone chapter 15.  I will 

not take that any further but obviously you may wish to discuss that 

evidence with Mr Putt. 

 25 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, thank you. 

 

MR FOWLER:   So in the round, your Honour, the broad proposition I am 

putting to you is that when you consider the benefits and the costs of 

each of the proposed options that are in front of you, the existing rule 30 

suite or the existing rule suite plus what is here proposed, it is my view 

that the cost and benefit assessment favours what is being proposed and 

that outcome would better achieve the settled objectives in the plan. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, thank you.  Now, Mr Fowler, I will open it up 35 

for questions shortly but just to note to you and to Mr Winchester as 

well, you may wish to keep your notepad busy on matters as the 

hearing progresses.  While I will make directions at the end for written 

submissions in closing I think it might be appropriate in this context to 

also invite any preliminary observations that counsel wishes to make on 40 

matters that have been tested during the course of this morning by the 

time we finish for the site visit. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Certainly. 

 45 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.  Ms Huria, any questions? 
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MS HURIA:   No questions, thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.  Ms Dawson, any questions? 

 5 

MS DAWSON:   No thank you, my questions have been covered. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.  Dr Mitchell? 

 

DR MITCHELL:   No questions, thank you. 10 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, thank you very much, Mr Fowler, we will now 

hear from Mr Winchester and then come to your first witness. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you. 15 

 

  [10.30 am] 

 

MR WINCHESTER:    Morning, sir, and members of the Panel.  Do you have 

my - - - 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Yes, and we have read yours last evening. 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   Thank you, probably just by way of context I probably 

need to address some of the matters, Your Honour, referred to earlier in 25 

terms of the Council’s position why it is here.   

 

 Certainly, K I Commercial’s frustration at the position it is in is 

understood but inferences of ill will or bad faith on the Council’s behalf 

which regrettably have marked the lead up to this hearing from 30 

K I Commercial about the Council’s position are simply ill-founded 

and not accepted. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    And I accept that submission entirely, Mr Winchester.  

The Council’s position in front of us is as a Council responsible for the 35 

Plan and also having accountabilities to the Panel in terms of what the 

Panel would ask for in order that the Panel can complete its statutory 

obligations on the evidence.   

 

 So your witnesses can be assured that the Panel does not hold the 40 

adverse views that were formerly expressed and now withdrawn about 

the intentions of their evidence as independent experts. 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   Yes, thank you, sir.  No, that is appreciated and I should 

add that the Council would have preferred not to have been here and I 45 

understand that K I Commercial would have preferred not to have been 
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here in hearing before the Panel but we are in the process and we have 

obligations. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Yes. 

 5 

MR WINCHESTER:    And I just wanted to put that on the record.   

 

 Now, in terms of some of the issues that have arisen, I really have not 

gone into great detail in terms of the evidence because that is not the 

Council’s position to advocate for an outcome here.  It is simply to 10 

assist the Panel.   

 

 One of the issues which has emerged though and there have been 

criticisms of the Council’s witnesses, is around what might be feasible 

or commercially viable on the site and you have heard this morning 15 

from my learned friend, criticism of the focus of Mr Osborne’s 

evidence on office activity, and the submission was made and the 

evidence from K I Commercial says that that is not what is proposed 

here. 

 20 

 Well, when you look at what the rule permits it potentially permits 

3,600 square metres of office, potentially permits 3,600 square metres 

of commercial services for retail.  That is the frame of reference and 

that is the test that, in my submission, the Panel should be applying; 

what does the rule provide for.   25 

 

 Not second guessing about the current commercial intentions or 

commercial viability of various developments on the site or retention of 

existing buildings and indeed, what the rule does provide for, in my 

submission, is 3,600 square metres of GFA across the site in a 30 

configuration to be determined by the person in control of that site.  It 

does not necessarily relate to existing buildings.  

 

 That is what the 3,600 square metres might be benchmarked against 

currently.  But we are not here to crystal ball gaze about individual 35 

developments.  That is a matter for a resource consent process and in 

my submission, much of the evidence that you have from 

K I Commercial is couched in a manner similar to what should be 

presented for a resource consent process rather than testing the merits 

of a rule in terms of section 32 of the RMA.   40 

 

 So, you asked the question, which fine grain of fact does the Panel rely 

on.  Well, you have got evidence about contextual matters and that 

obviously bears on the specific relief which is sought, but it is this 

specific relief and its appropriateness and indeed, whether it achieves 45 

settled objectives, which is the appropriate test under section 32, and 
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my learned friend has posed in his submissions in paragraph 16 (e) is 

the outcome sought consistent with the relevant planning documents?   

 

 In my submission, that is not the test here.  Is the rule or method the 

most appropriate for achieving the objectives? 5 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Yes, I think it would be fair, Mr Fowler,  you opened on 

that orally on that particular submission but I hear what you are saying.   

 

  [10.35 am] 10 

 

MR WINCHESTER:    Yes, so those are my submissions, sir.  In terms of the 

question you posed to my learned friend, is the nature of the relief now 

sought by K I narrower or broader than originally recommended by 

Mr Stevenson.   15 

 

 In my submission, it is potentially broader to the extent that it is not 

pegged against activities within existing buildings. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, Mr Winchester.  I had one question that might 20 

have been answered.  Yes, suitable to both counsel that amongst the 

options we will be exploring will be options around whether or not the 

rule can be adjusted in ways that effectively remediate the unfortunate 

consequences of the Panel’s decision in the absence of understanding 

some of these matters. 25 

 

 So, I will just check if there are any questions, Ms Huria? 

 

MS HURIA:    No, thank you, sir. 

 30 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Ms Dawson? 

 

MS DAWSON:   No, thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Dr Mitchell? 35 

 

DR MITCHELL:    No, thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Thanks very much, Mr Winchester, so we will hear now 

from Mr Fowler, if you want to call your first witness. 40 
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<PAUL KEUNG, sworn [10.36 am] 
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<EXAMINATION BY MR FOWLER [10.36 am] 

 

MR FOWLER:    Thank you, Mr Keung, your full name is Paul Keung and you 

have prepared a statement of evidence which you have amended 

overnight and which you now wish to speak to.  Do you confirm that 5 

the contents of your amended statement of evidence are true and 

correct to the best of your knowledge and understanding? 

 

MR KEUNG:   I do. 

 10 

MR FOWLER:   Would you please provide a summary of your evidence for 

the Panel or alternatively, if would prefer the Panel simply ask you 

questions on your evidence then please invite the Panel to do so. 

 

MR KEUNG:   Thank you.  I firstly apologise for the late change of my 15 

evidence and I would like to explain that there was no motivation on 

my part to infer that there was any wilful misleading of the Panel, 

rather that some of the contents specifically in relation to what could be 

achieved on the site ultimately would create a misunderstanding and, 

therefore, was misleading and I apologise to the Council witness for 20 

that.  It was a poorly written document that I reviewed within 

15 minutes during a break in a Court hearing in Christchurch and I left 

it to some people to attend to.   

 

 There is very little I have to offer that I have not already covered 25 

previously.  I just want to thank the Panel for the time that they are 

taking now to review our particular investments in Christchurch.  I 

know they are a small parcel of land but to us they are significant and 

family members, they do house our office and they have historic 

meaning to Christchurch, the older buildings.  They are part of the 30 

original Addington’s sales yards and we have great aspirations to 

preserve them to some degree. 

 

 I am completely open to any questions that the Panel might have and I 

think it is probably more effective if I simply try and assist, two or 35 

three key points that I would like to note. 

 

  [10.40 am] 

 

 We have presented a maximum building floor print of 3,600 square 40 

metres. In reality the effective office or retail space or mix of, would – I 

would normally reduce that by around 30 percent and the reason why I 

would do that, is I would take away things like toilets and kitchens and 

access and facilities, common areas and so on, so that would give us an 

affective, competitive offering to the market of around 2,500 square 45 

metres of office or retail space or mix. 
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 And I accept that, it is the correct position to take, irrelevant of what 

tenants that we might have that want to enter into the building, 

including ourselves, the reality is that, a landowner could potentially, if 

we have this rule established in our favour, could technically lease out 5 

or construct a building up to 3,600 square metres of floor space and 

they could lease out that effectively for all office or all retail, and we 

accept that. 

 

 It does seem highly unlikely, I have noticed in my review last night of 10 

all of the evidence that we have never provided any detail plans or 

engineering plans to show what we have spent on the property, and I 

have presented these today to the Council and have them available and 

they are simply just engineering reports, including details of what’s 

actually being done on the two buildings, specifically on number 9, 15 

which was explained in my affidavit of 28 June 2016. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well just pause there, Mr Keung. 

 

 Mr Fowler, you are seeking to put this in my by exhibit, well just make 20 

sure Mr Winchester seen it and - - -  

 

MR FOWLER:   Mr Winchester is aware of this material that Mr Keung is 

referring to. Mr Keung is rather concerned that he has not substantiated 

the expenditure that he has referred to in his affidavit, and so this is the 25 

reason why he has brought this material along. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. And I do not have any difficulty with that, I think we 

are just intervening just perhaps make sure the formalities are complete 

while putting it in as an exhibit. 30 

 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So perhaps when Mr Keung’s finished his summary, you 

can just produce and we will have a look at that, just do it in a normal 35 

way. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   It will be exhibit 1. 40 

 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you. 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   Thank you, your Honour. 

 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   Well actually I am wondering about that exhibit number, 

probably it should follow the last exhibit number of, first instance 

hearing, so might ask – we will hold on the exhibit number until we 

know what that is and come back to it later. 

 5 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you, your Honour. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you. Just carry on thank you, Mr Keung. 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes, we are delighted that there is an opportunity for the Panel 10 

to view the buildings in the area, and one of the things that prompted 

me to provide the engineering reports, was that the, a lot of the 

engineering work, for example, there is 21 metre screw piles, all under 

ground – a lot of the works underground, cannot actually be 

appreciated.   15 

 

 So the extent of these reports helps the Panel understand that, when we 

have been presenting that we want to keep the buildings, it is because 

1) we see the best available square metre rate and the best available 

GFA being achieved in existing buildings.  And the second reason is 20 

because of the investment we have put into the buildings.   

 

 One has been fully strengthened and the other has not, and it is just 

sitting on hold, basically waiting on the outcome of this procedure. 

 25 

 It is fair to say that in the initial hearing, we thought an understanding 

in the court had been reached with Council which allowed us to 

continue operating with a similar amount of liberty that we had under 

the business 4 zoning. It was my understanding that if we were given 

the right to continue on with office and retail, albeit attached to the 30 

buildings, that we would be able to achieve our plan going forward, 

which included reoccupying our buildings. 

 

  [10.45 am] 

 35 

 We do have a 10 year plan for the buildings.  The first three years we 

basically want to achieve something similar to what we had pre-

earthquake, but in a more modern upmarket building, fully earthquake 

strengthened.  And the following three years we would like to focus 

more on a retail community base push, and may be in the latter three 40 

years we would like to consider some residential apartments upstairs, 

and so therefore the push really is, I guess for community based retail 

and service providers to focus on tenanting our building.  There is a 

huge amount of office space available in the CBD and in Addington 

obviously.  So it does not seem that that would be a – it has not been 45 

our main motive.  
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 Mr Putt and Mr Thompson have referred to how our buildings would 

affect the CBD, how they relate to the RMA and going to leave that to 

them to address, but it is probably fair to say that in the next one to five 

years we would probably only occupy around a 1,000 square metres of 5 

our current buildings and office space, 250 square metres of that would 

be for our own office area, and in an inspection today you will see that 

one area that is closer to being ready for tenanting, and that is our 

intended office area. 

 10 

 The thing that K I Commercial has really struggled with, and I have 

found very hard to answer is, how we have lost our existing use rights 

and if we did have in the non-legal sense, “existing use rights”, how 

can we then become a competitor to the CBD or detract from the CBD, 

and we have taken a very pragmatic approach about that and we just 15 

simply cannot see how we could be detrimentally affecting the CBD. 

 

 In regards to the issue of the potential GFA that could be established if 

the buildings were demolished, I would like to just make some very 

firm and simple statements about that and then I am open to any 20 

questions the Panel may have. 

 

 The very best way to establish what is consentable in Addington at this 

present day, is to look at the two neighbouring buildings next to us, the 

developers, Armitage Williams and David Sloan, respectively are two 25 

of the most successful and experienced commercial property investors 

in Canterbury, Mr McDermott completed David Sloan’s building next 

door to us, has a got a very good reputation in Addington and 

Christchurch, and we have tabled the achieved GFA that they have 

established on their two sites. 30 

 

 Their sites are approximately two and a half to three times the size of 

ours. The benefit of their sites obviously are that they are on the main 

Lincoln Road which justifies a significant investment, but the other 

benefit is that they are large enough to allow for turning circles, car 35 

parking, a car parking tower and all sorts of things that are required in 

order to get a building consent for a high rise building. 

 

 The new zoning which is now a Mixed Commercial, actually reduces 

the allowable height or potentially allowable height by five metres, so it 40 

reduces the potential height from five floors down to four floors. The 

problem with going up above two floors with the development with 

what we have got, is that you put a third floor on and basically you lose 

your ground floor, because you have to then chomp into the ground 

floor which is your retail for car parking, so you put a fourth floor on, 45 

you have got to lose your second floor so it is not really a case of 
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economic potential, it is a case of reality.  It becomes economic when 

you start thinking outside the square and you think, right, well, let’s go 

underground and it is just not possible.   

 

  [10.50 am] 5 

 

 Neither of those two developments next door to us are considered full 

underground car parking.  One has a car parking tower and I think in 

my affidavit of 28 June there is a bulk and location, and here you see 

number 9 Bernard Street and number 11 and next door to us you will 10 

see the Armitage Williams building.  This is their office space.  That is 

the office space, this is their car parking building.  Now they have put 

half a floor underground which is a relatively cost effective way of 

achieving a reduction in your recession planes and heights. 

 15 

JUDGE HASSAN:    So just for the record, so that we know what you are 

referring to when we come to read the transcript, you are referring to 

the attachment to your 28 June statement, I think, which has got the 

Lincoln Road frontage on one side, the north is further down in 

Bernard.  It is on the corner of Lincoln and Bernard Street. 20 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes, that is correct. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Thank you and that is the architect’s plus preliminary 

plan that you are referring to there? 25 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes, that is correct, A01 drawing number. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Yes, thank you.  So it is (INDISTINCT 1.51), thank you.   

 30 

MR KEUNG:   We do not have the space – in all our investigations we cannot 

see we have the space to produce a car parking tower and in the event 

there was a natural disaster or the buildings in the area were flattened, 

God forbid, well, we probably – because we are not street front – 

would become someone else’s car parking if the other blocks of land 35 

were amalgamated. 

 

 My point is I just cannot see there is any possible way that 

10,000 square metres could be achieved on our site or anything like it 

when our neighbours’ sites being up to three times the size have only 40 

achieved approximately five or 6,000 square metres and they are at 

their maximum capacity.   

 

 The issue that really upset me and obviously I reacted to, we reacted to, 

was that it seemed to form a foundation for concerns for Council, and 45 

as that has been dispelled we find it, I personally find it difficult to 
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understand why we need to limit the square metreage because the 

consenting process adequately takes care of what can be achieved on a 

site.  Obviously, we do not want to go new because we see there would 

be a massive reduction in what we currently have to what a new 

building could achieve and we have some interest, as I have said, in 5 

relation to the existing buildings.  

 

 It seems now the focus has been shifted to that there should not be any 

new retail office outside of Commercial or the CBD and to us, that 

equally upsets us because it is not the vision that we have for 10 

Christchurch nor can we justify that by understanding what we do 

understand of the RMA and - - - 

 

MR FOWLER:   Mr Keung, I am just going to, sorry to interrupt you, but I am 

mindful that there is only an allotted amount of time for a summary in 15 

the hearing schedule so I would invite you to wrap up your summary if 

you would not mind, and then make yourself available to answer any 

questions from the Panel. 

 

MR KEUNG:   So, in closing, the issue that we have in relation to that there 20 

should be no potential office or retail facilities new or would limit any 

potential and natural growth in Addington and any other suburb. 

 

  [10.55 am] 

 25 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Bear in mind we have read all of this. 

 

MR KEUNG:    Correct, yes, and what we particularly have an issue with is in 

relation to a building that was established and did have tenants and due 

to the fact that we have taken our time to restore it, we seem to be 30 

penalised. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, Mr Keung.  Now, is there anything else or 

otherwise we might just get those plans in by way of exhibit 29, I think 

it is.  We should probably just have a quick look at them. 35 

 

EXHIBIT #1 - BECA – DETAILED SEISMIC ASSESSMENT REPORT, 

DATED 21 DECEMBER 2015 RE BERNARD STREET 

 

EXHIBIT #2 – BECA STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA REPORT, 40 

DATED 16 SEPTEMBER 2015 RE BERNARD STREET 

 

EXHIBIT #3 – LETTER FROM OPUS RE 9 BERNARD STREET, 

RETROFIT DESIGNS SUMMARY, DATED 1 APRIL 2015 

 45 
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EXHIBIT #4 – SMART ALLIANCES – GEOTECHNICAL REPORT 9 & 

11 BERNARD STREET, DATED 9 FEBRUARY 2012 

 

EXHIBIT #5 – OPUS – DETAILED ENGINEERING REPORT 

EVALUATION QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT REPORT ON 5 

11 BERNARD STREET, DATED MARCH 2014 

 

EXHIBIT #6 – PRODUCER STATEMENT P.54, 9 BERNARD STREET 

CONSTRUCTION REVIEW ISSUED BY OPUS, DATED 10 

SEPTEMBER 2015 10 

 

EXHIBIT #7 – DRAWINGS BY SMART ALLIANCES, PROPOSED 

SEISMIC STRENGTHENING 9 BERNARD STREET, DATED 10 

APRIL 2012 

 15 

EXHIBIT #8 – PRODUCER STATEMENT PS1 DESIGN ISSSUED BY 

OPUS RE 9 BERNARD STREET, DATED 1 APRIL 2015 

 

EXHIBIT #9 – PRELIMINARY DRAWINGS PREPARED BY 

CAMPBELL JANSEN DESIGN LTD (CJD) AND ARCHITECTS 20 

PLUS RE 9 & 11 BERNARD STREET 

 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you, so I would like to produce the plans and 

documents that Mr Keung has tabled this morning as exhibit 29, 

Your Honour. 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Yes, thank you, now we will just have a look at these in 

front of us.  We will get copies of these run off in the break so just for 

the record, what I have got: a report by BECA of the 21st of December 

on 11 Bernard Street, another report by the same firm of the 30 

16th of September 2015, both of those 2015.  A letter to Mr Keung of 

the 1st of April 2015 from Opus Consultants, a geotechnical report by 

Smart Alliances for K I Commercial dated 9 February 2012, an Opus 

report to K I Commercial on 11 Bernard Street detailing engineering 

evaluation and quantitative assessment, by Opus of March 2014. I 35 

produce a statement PS 4 for construction review issued by Opus dated 

10 September 2015, a handwritten drawing by Smart Alliances Ltd 

undated.  I produce a statement by Opus, again dated 4 September 2015 

and a set of preliminary plans.  There are quite a few documents here, 

by CJD, Opus, other ones unlabelled.  40 

 

 Just getting a bit tired of this but that is all right, we will get it in.  I 

think what we will just say is various concept plans by CJD and others, 

preliminary concept plans, so I think what we will do is we will figure 

out an exhibit number in the system.  At the moment we will just give it 45 
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exhibit 29, otherwise we will renumber them in counsel in due course. 

Thank you. 

 

MR FOWLER:    Thank you, Your Honour. 

 5 

JUDGE HASSAN:    All right, no, that is fine.  We will just go around the 

Panel for questions.  Ms Huria? 

 

MS HURIA:   No, thank you, sir. 

 10 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Ms Dawson. 

 

MS DAWSON:    Just a couple of questions, Mr Keung, in your affidavit of 

28 June in paragraph 12 I read there that the total GFA on the two 

properties prior to the 22 February 2011 earthquake was approximately 15 

3,000 square metres. 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:    And now there is about 2,300 square metres, am I reading 20 

that correctly? 

 

MR KEUNG:    Yes, we have temporarily removed the front of number 

11 Bernard Street. 

 25 

MS DAWSON:    Yes, all right, so where does the 3,600 square metres of GFA 

– because they are both talking about GFAs – where does that come 

from? 

 

MR KEUNG:   So what we have done is we have developed concept plans 30 

which allow us to strengthen the building and maximise the rentable 

space and use of the building and that comes to approximately 

3,500 square metres, to 3,600 square metres and that was our plan of 

what we wanted to achieve for the building.  It is also the very 

maximum that we, to the best of our knowledge, understand any other 35 

landowner could achieve on those existing buildings. 

 

MS DAWSON:    So basically that is your plan for those sites and that includes 

the replacement of the floor metreage that has been removed and some 

more, basically. 40 

 

  [11.00 am] 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes it does. 

 45 

MS DAWSON:   All right, so it is some new extra? 
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MR KEUNG:   Yes, it is a mezzanine floor. 

 

MS DAWSON:  All right so you talk in your presentation to us about the 

existing rights that you have had lost and I understand that if the rule 5 

applied on the 21st of February 2011 and said existing activities and 

existing buildings then, that you are in a different position than with the 

rule applying at the date of the decision, in other words you have lost 

activities because they have all gone, and you have lost building, 

because some of that is gone as well.   10 

 

 So am I right in thinking that is what you are talking about when you 

have lost your existing use rights or your ability to use those existing 

activities and existing buildings rule? 

 15 

MR KEUNG:   Yes, basically we had offices and we had some tenants and we 

wanted to move back, they wanted to move back and we could not. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Yes. 

 20 

MR KEUNG:   And we are also concerned that if we were there and operating 

in Addington none of us have moved into the CBD, we are not A-class 

tenants, we do not require secure car parking and lifts and high rises.  

How could we negatively affect the CBD?  So when I say existing I 

mean both we cannot do what we used to be able to do and how did we 25 

affect the CBD in - - -  

 

MS DAWSON:   Well that is not my question.   

 

MR KEUNG:   Sorry. 30 

 

MS DAWSON:   I just said, your concern is that you cannot do what you used 

to be able to be doing, either in terms of existing activities or some of 

your existing buildings because they have gone. 

 35 

MR KEUNG:   Yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Now but do you accept that what you are asking for in the 

rule you are suggesting is beyond that, in that you are asking for more 

building and a wider opportunity for different mixes of activities than 40 

what you had before?  In other words you are asking for 3,600 and you 

did not have that before, and you are asking for any possible mix of 

retail, commercial services and offices in that 3,600.   

 

 Now I am not saying, I do not want you to say what you are going to do 45 

or what you might do or what you think you would do, I want you to 
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answer my question in relation to what the rule will allow.  Do you 

understand that you are asking for more than – we cannot do what we 

used to be able to do? 

 

MR KEUNG:   It is as prior to the date of the earthquake we had a maximum 5 

say for example of 3,000 square metres that we could have used for 

office.  Now we are asking for 3,600 square metres, but that was 

always our plan.  Those drawings I provided are, they show what we 

hoped to do pre-earthquake and we have not actually changed our 

position.  So we are hoping for our very modest increase of around 20 10 

percent to be accounted for.  It is a growth plan that we had prior to the 

earthquake. 

 

MS DAWSON:   All right, so that is clarified for me.  So what you are wanting 

is to return to the growth plan you had prior to the earthquake, as 15 

opposed to what you actually had prior to the earthquake? 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes, we had, if my understanding is correct we had around 

about 3,000 – 2,900 square metres of available space prior to the quake. 

 20 

MS DAWSON:   Which was used for a variety of activities, some of which 

would not come within the office or retail categorisation. 

 

MR KEUNG:   Correct. 

 25 

MS DAWSON:  Some of it was storage and those sorts of things, or 

gymnasium or things that are dealt with otherwise. 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes.  One of the spaces we had was office and then it got 

changed to a courier organisation then it got changed to a government 30 

storage facility in case of emergency then it went to a gym. Some of the 

tenants are transient so we are trying to take into consideration the 

reality of what takes place in a commercial building like ours and we 

are basically putting a very modest growth rate over the next 10 years 

and it is fair to say that we might not, it is very much a case – my plea 35 

to the Panel is it is very much a case of not diminishing the value of our 

investment as much as allowing us to do what we were able to do. 

 

MS DAWSON:   All right, thank you very much. 

 40 

MR KEUNG:   Thank you. 

 

MS DAWSON:   That is all, thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, Ms Dawson.  Dr Mitchell? 45 
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DR MITCHELL:   Thank you, sir.  I have just got one question, Mr Keung.  

The permitted activity rule that is being proposed essentially lumps all 

those different types of use that you might potentially do under the 

common number and just calls it 3,600 square metres GFA. 

 5 

  [11.05 am] 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes. 

 

DR MITCHELL:  Consistent with the plans that you have developed, and 10 

bearing in mind that this is a bespoke site-specific proposal, would it be 

possible to subdivide the 3,600 square metre figure into its sub-

component parts and put a maximum GFA for each of those? 

 

MR KEUNG:   I think Mr Pedley has separated it into the two sites.  Putting in 15 

1,500 square metres on site number 9 and 2,100 square metres on site 

number 11. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   But within each of those sites then saying with no more 

than X amount of office space, no more than Y amount of retail or no 20 

more than Z amount of commercial services.  So your own evidence 

says developing all of those buildings to fill them up with retail is – you 

did not use the word fanciful but that is what I implied.  And yet the 

point that Mr Winchester made is that you could.   

 25 

 If your expectations are as you say, would it not be possible to make a 

bespoke rule that actually does not muck around too much with the 

centres-based approach by being more specific about the subcomponent 

quantities that you could do? 

 30 

MR KEUNG:   The problem that – we have, as you can imagine, explored that, 

and from my understanding spent a lot of time talking with the Council 

on a solution and there seems to be a whole lot of other – the more we 

regulate it the more problems we run into.   

 35 

DR MITCHELL:   But if you were for example to have a rule that said, no 

more than 3,600 square metres GFA, of which no more than X shall be 

retail space, where is the harm in that, given that you have said putting 

3,600 square metres of retail space is not likely to be contemplated and 

the Council’s concern as I understand it, but putting that amount of 40 

retail space in there may well be problematic because of its spin-off 

effects.  So if it is not going to happen, why can more certainty not be 

provided that way? 

 

MR KEUNG:   It is a great question and I have got a lot to say about it.  So to 45 

summarise it, there are a lot of issues with – firstly the 3,600 square 
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metres in itself is in my opinion irrelevant.  The building consent 

process would not allow more than 1,800-odd square metres of new 

buildings.  Let us look at the current buildings.  Putting a limit of 3,600 

square metres on the current buildings is also equally irrelevant because 

the car parking requirements for us to get a building consent may – the 5 

current consenting process takes adequate care of any concerns that the 

Council has, and I am really struggling to understand how the Council 

came up with the 10,000 square metres and why they - - -  

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Mr Keung, just come back to the number on the screen, 10 

which is your case, not 10,000. 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes.  So what I am saying is, it backs our position that we are 

not looking to achieve some great - - -  

 15 

DR MITCHELL:   But that is not my question.  Your proposal is 3,600 square 

metres GFA. 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes. 

 20 

DR MITCHELL:  The Council has expressed the concern, and your own 

evidence confirms the fact, that certain combinations of the activities 

that are listed in the activity column would not fill that entire number 

all by themselves.  You are not going to have 3,600 square metres of 

gross floor area of retail space.   25 

 

MR KEUNG:   But we were always (INDISTINCT 4.06) 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Why do you need a planning regime that allows you to do 

that? 30 

 

MR KEUNG:   Because we were always able to have it. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   But that is not my question.  If you do not need it and would 

never contemplate doing it - - - 35 

 

MR KEUNG:   But it would (INDISTINCT 4.15) 

 

DR MITCHELL:   - - - what is the harm? 

 40 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Sorry, Dr Mitchell.  Mr Keung, you have to wait for the 

question to be asked and then answer please.  So sorry, the transcript 

will not pick up people talking over each other. 

 

MR KEUNG:   Sorry. 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   So come back I think, sorry Dr Mitchell, you might have 

to put that again. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   I will rephrase it and make it simpler.  Putting the paradigm 

of “we used to be able to do it so we should be able to in the future” to 5 

one side, that rule that is now on the screen in front of you, what is the 

problem from your point of view of breaking the 3,600 square metre 

figure down to having maximum numbers for each of the activity 

classes that are listed in the second column? 

 10 

MR KEUNG:   It would considerably de-value our building, our land. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Why? 

 

  [11.10 am] 15 

 

MR KEUNG:  Because it is like a European motor car, it says it can do 

300 km/h but no one does 300 km/h but you pay 300 percent more for 

it because it can. And we have invested into a B4 zoning area in 

Addington which we believe supports the overall Canterbury position. 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  And just like a fast European car that can do 300 km/h as a 

technical piece of machinery, the road limit speed is 100 km/h- - - 

 

MR KEUNG:   Correct. 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   - - - and in the same analogy there are regulations that 

regulate activities.  So coming back to that context please answer the 

question. 

 30 

MR KEUNG:   It is as to value, to a cap rate.  It comes down to if we ever sold 

the investment we have the investment valued.  So restrictions that as 

you say - - - 

 

DR MITCHELL:   So what is the value of the evidence then about saying that 35 

these various scenarios just will not happen?  You cannot have it both 

ways – they either will happen and you want the flexibility to make 

them happen, or they will not.  So you want your cake and eat it, it 

seems to me and I do not mean to be flippant about it. 

 40 

MR KEUNG:   No, that is fine. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   But if your evidence on the one hand says do not worry 

about the 3,600 square metre figure, the market will deal with that, and 

then your evidence goes onto say but we are not going to have those 45 
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extreme scenarios.  It just seems to me to be illogical to then say but we 

need that maximum flexibility because without it the value will be lost. 

 

MR KEUNG:   We are happy to be assessed on the 3,600 square metres.  Prior 

to the quakes we were potentially able to achieve that and meet 5 

consenting requirements for, eg office space.  The real change is that it 

would allow us to move into more retail space and I guess over the next 

10 years it is correct, yes, we would possibly like to benefit from that.   

 

DR MITCHELL:   All right, okay, thank you.  Thank you, sir. 10 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Mr Keung, I am going to carry on with this one a little bit 

further.  We have to test the evidence on all these things and I have 

read obviously all of the evidence from the different experts, and we 

are going to have to put questions to those experts and those questions 15 

may well pertain to these same issues that Dr Mitchell has asked you 

about.   

 

 So while I fully understand your commercial desire, strong desire to 

maintain your investment, fully understand that as you have explained, 20 

are you in a position subject to the qualifications you have given 

Dr Mitchell, to indicate how you might subdivide office, commercial 

and retail, bearing in mind your evidence earlier was that you had 

something like 1,000 square metres office at the moment – is that right? 

 25 

MR KEUNG:   Planned, yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.  So holding your position overall as to what you 

want for submissions from Mr Fowler, for the purposes of questioning, 

do you have any minimum limit of office, minimum limit of 30 

commercial and minimum limit of retail that would allow us to ask 

questions of that in regard to those matters, from the experts? 

 

MR KEUNG:   The short answer is no we have not prepared anything for you. 

 35 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right that is fine, we will obviously have to deal with 

it on that basis but I just wanted to clarify that.   

 

MR KEUNG:   The only figures we have found is that the total going through 

all the various exercises, that I know I have not gone into it because 40 

there are so many avenues that we have explored over these buildings, 

hopefully the plans help show that. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   No, no, yes. 

 45 
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MR KEUNG:   That the total net risk in actual office or actual retail, bums on 

seats if I can use that expression, would be around about 2,500 square 

metres of competitive direct net space to compete to the CBD or any 

other area. 

 5 

  [11.15 am] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Did you say 2,500 across office and commercial and 

retail, is that what I heard you say? 

 10 

MR KEUNG:   Yes.  When you actually talk about a gross building area and 

then you take away all the bits and pieces that go inside a building and 

you say, right, what is the actual net office area, what is the actual net 

retail area, it radically reduces. 

 15 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, I heard your earlier answer on that as well which 

helps perspective on that also. 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes.  

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Now there is just a couple of other matters Mr Keung, 

thank you.  For this question I am going to ask the secretariat to 

provide you with an extract from the transcript and provide copies of 

that to counsel and the Panel.  This is just to clarify something with 

you. 25 

 

MR KEUNG:   Okay. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Now just to orientate you, Mr Keung, you might recall at 

the first hearing when Panel asked questions I asked you some 30 

questions around Mr Stevenson’s proposition at that time in terms of 

Commercial Mixed Use.  And that proposition included his proposed 

wording of the rule that we are looking at for permitted activities 

amongst other options, his option being this one that referred to 

activities in existing buildings, do you recall that? 35 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So you might recall in the middle of this question and 

answer session, you answered what you did in the middle of that page 40 

as to the position and in terms of your own commercial interests you 

made the comment that it would be 75 percent covered for in the 

current Mixed Use zoning.  Do you recall that? 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes. 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   So leaving aside the difficulties that have been obviously 

caused by what the Panel did by recasting things, if we go back to 

Mr Stevenson’s original concept, and compare that with the relief you 

are now seeking, you refer to this GFA figure as a global figure and do 

not refer to this concept of in existing buildings at all, so that is gone as 5 

a qualifier. 

 

 Given your answer that it was 75 percent cover in your commercial 

interests when you answered my question at the first hearing, what has 

changed for you?  In other words, what has changed for you that means 10 

that it is no longer acceptable in your eyes to have a rule that constrains 

things to existing buildings, bearing in mind we need to clarify what 

that existing building concept is?   

 

 I mean you have mentioned the difficulties with modifications you are 15 

doing to the existing buildings, and you refer I think at some point to 

conversations you have had with planners and the Council and you 

have covered that in your summary about the difficulties around the 

concept of existing building, how that does not allow as far as they 

understand for the front area, that has been pulled down to be re-20 

established, nor the back wall.   

 

 If one was to assume, for this answer, that those matters could possibly 

be covered off by clarification to the rule, are we still in the situation if 

those things are clarified and resolved so that those are covered off, that 25 

you are 75 percent covered off in terms of the commercial interest for 

those buildings? 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes, I want to be careful in how I answer this because when I 

answered it last time I did not specifically refer to the existing use 30 

rights that were potentially being offered to us. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well bear in mind the Panel is working on the evidence 

before the Panel.  So you will have to bear that in mind. 

 35 

  [11.20 am] 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes, I accept that it is all in context to what was proposed at the 

last hearing.  The problems that we faced with keeping the old wording 

related to insurances and related to if we had to rebuild the building 40 

would we have lost those rights to existing buildings.  And we tried to 

frame up a number of clauses or subclauses or conditions to thrash out 

what the Council’s proposal would mean for us and it became really 

complicated.  Equally we tried to work on a fixed potential maximum 

GFA and when we boiled it down to 2 and a half thousand square 45 
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metres potentially of net existing buildings we couldn’t find a simple 

way to do divide it. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, well, can I ask a question in a slightly different 

way because I think you are going back into that area and that is fine 5 

we understand that.  I want though to perhaps put this to you this way, 

when you answered that question it was also on the basis that you had 

called related expert evidence including from Mr Giddens, correct, the 

planner, do you recall that evidence?  You briefed Mr Giddens to give 

planning evidence on your behalf. 10 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.  Now, Mr Giddens was aware of the evidence of 

Mr Stevenson including his proposition for the Commercial Mixed Use 15 

zone and the rule that I was discussing with you a minute ago as part of 

that zoning package, do you understand that? 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes. 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   What I don’t understand, I mean I do understand that the 

closing submissions that were made by KI were seeking Commercial 

Core zoning and did not support Commercial Mixed Use, and 

Mr Giddens’ evidence explained his planning opinion for that including 

why he thought that was appropriate in terms of the Central City and 25 

we have a lot of evidence on all of that. 

 

 But nevertheless if it is as complicated as you said it was and you 

referred to some understandings that you had with the Council that 

were different context, what I don’t understand is why your evidence, 30 

including your expert evidence, did not tell us that? 

 

MR KEUNG:   I guess we hadn’t thought it right through to - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN: And yet when you answered my question on 35 

Mr Stevenson’s evidence, which was fully known to your experts and I 

presume was known to you, nothing of this came out, why? 

 

MR KEUNG:   We didn’t think about another natural disaster at the time, 

your Honour. 40 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   You didn’t think about it? 

 

MR KEUNG:   No, we didn’t think or wonder if we have another earthquake 

and we hadn’t discussed it with our insurers and they actually came 45 

back to us more recently and explained how - - - 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   Are you saying at the time you briefed your evidence, 

including your planning evidence, and prepared yourself for the hearing 

you were not aware of these insurance issues? 

 5 

MR KEUNG:   Correct. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Right. 

 

MR KEUNG:   And when the Council proposed what we understood was a 10 

very amicable solution and way forward - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   But the trouble is, Mr Keung, this amicable solution and 

way forward that you have referred to a number of times, it wasn’t in 

evidence then and it is not in evidence now. 15 

 

MR KEUNG:   Sorry, your Honour, I mean in relation to proposing that 

existing buildings be allowed to continue with office and retail.  When 

they proposed that there were discussions between our legal team and 

the Council and it seemed like a solution that we could live with and 20 

we didn’t want to aggravate the situation any further and we basically 

agreed with it.  And that is why I said “Look, 75 percent of our needs 

are going to be met, we are going to compromise and go along with 

what the Council has suggested” and we backed off on pushing for 

Central Core. 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well, no, you didn’t.  In your closing submissions through 

Mr Pedley the theory of those submissions was that you wanted and 

saw as most appropriate, including in light of the evidence from the 

planner, a Commercial Core zoning not Commercial Mixed Use.   30 

 

  [11.25 am] 

 

 My question though related to your answer to me that by comparison, 

remember I go back through it again just on the transcript, and we 35 

started by saying “Coming back through your own commercial 

interests, your own interests in Addington and putting to one side the 

wider community interests” you might remember that being part of 

your evidence. 

 40 

 And then I asked you about this Commercial Mixed zone, which in the 

end you did not support and your closing submissions made clear that 

you saw Commercial Core as being more appropriate, but nevertheless 

on Commercial Mixed Use you then said that that concept from 

Mr Stevenson’s evidence would cover 75 percent of your interests in 45 

those sites.  And yet the rule you are now seeking seeks more than that 
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because the rule doesn’t have the tag on existing buildings in it, it just 

refers to a floor area. 

 

 Can I perhaps ask a question there, I understand that your reference to a 

floor area doesn’t relate to a new build because you say a new build is 5 

impracticable, am I right to understand it actually does relate to existing 

buildings in the sense that you mean the buildings that you are 

refurbishing and developing and not on a basis that excludes what you 

are actually doing in those engineering plans, have I got that right? 

 10 

 So when we come to existing building we understand it in that concept 

(ph 1.34) what you are modifying and including those modifications 

that you have got the plans for and produced in evidence, I am right 

about that? 

 15 

MR KEUNG:   Yes, you are.   

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, and that floor area component relates to that 

prior assumption that we are talking about redevelopment within the 

existing buildings, is that right? 20 

 

MR KEUNG:   That is correct. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, okay.  Well, that at least helps me on that point, 

thank you for that.   25 

 

MR KEUNG:   Your Honour, the only way we thought that it would practically 

work out without causing more trouble down the track if there was any 

other landowner trying to gain more consents and dealing with other 

issues, eg a natural disaster, would be attach it to the title not just to the 30 

buildings, it just allowed for easier processing.   

 

 And we went to the extreme this time round to investigate what could 

happen if all the buildings were knocked down and the neighbouring 

landowner bought our building and for some reason he decided to go 35 

up as high as he could on our building and he sacrificed all the Lincoln 

Road frontage for car parking, which sometimes happens we have car 

parking at the front of a development, and we still came to the 

conclusion that a landowner that forgoes other land that potentially 

could be turned into office and retail for car parking and decided to go 40 

up on our block of land would still probably only achieve around 3,600 

square metres. So we really have had a good look at it this time and 

thought it through and thought about any potential effect. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Mr Keung, you understand that when one talks about 45 

these wider potential down the track ideas of neighbours and so forth 
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we come back to what we are dealing with here and we must deal with 

this on the basis that we are including rules in a plan under a zone and 

determining what is most appropriate in a zoning sense, leaving aside 

in that sense the specific development intentions that you might pursue 

for instance under resource consent and building consent, do you 5 

understand that? 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes, I do. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   It is about the framework of rules and objectives and 10 

policies that relate - - - 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes, I understand. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   - - - which are in place and the rules that are best in place 15 

to achieve those objectives, you understand that? 

 

MR KEUNG:   Yes, I do and we have looked at the resource consent road and 

we have looked at and we understand the difficulty with zoning our 

particular block of land and we have taken expert advice on if that is 20 

legally viable, if it is possible, and we have been told that it is. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right. 

 

MR KEUNG:   And we have very much tried to be socially responsible in 25 

relation to a net area of around about 2,500 square metres. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, thank you, Mr Keung, I think that is well covered.  

All right, thank you, these are matters we can explore with the 

witnesses but it is helpful to at least understand some of that context 30 

and what drives the commercial interests that we should take into 

account in the mix of matters under 32.   

 

 Now, Mr Fowler, any questions arising? 

 35 

MR FOWLER:   None, thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you very much.  All right, thank you, Mr Keung, 

thank you for your patience and you are free to go. 

 40 

MR KEUNG:   Thank you very much.  

 

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW [11.30 am] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   And appreciate the trouble you are going to in terms of 45 

the site visit. 
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 I think we might, it is 11.40, we can get the next witness through I 

think, we may not get to questions but we will see how we go. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you. The next witness is Gary Sellars. 5 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you. 
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<GARY SELLARS, sworn [11.30 am] 
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<EXAMINATION BY MR FOWLER [11.30 am] 

 

MR FOWLER:   Now, your full name is Gary Russell Sellars, you are a valuer 

and you reside commonly here in Christchurch? 

 5 

MR SELLARS:   Correct. 

 

MR FOWLER:   You have prepared a statement of evidence for this hearing, 

do you confirm that the contents of your statement of evidence are true 

and correct to the best of your knowledge and understanding and have 10 

been prepared in accord with the Code of Conduct for Expert 

Witnesses? 

 

MR SELLARS:   Yes, I do. 

 15 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you. Could you please provide the Panel with a brief 

overview of your evidence and answer any questions. 

 

MR SELLARS:   Okay, I will just give a brief summary of my evidence and 

the main points.  20 

 

 I think that one of the points I would like to make is that Bernard Street 

is, in my opinion, a secondary retail office location, it is a blind street, 

it is suitable for second and third tier tenants, and I will explain what I 

mean by that later, and in my opinion there is not an oversupply of 25 

second and third tier retail and office accommodation in Christchurch. I 

think we talk about the oversupply of the office market in the CBD, but 

I think we cannot generalise on that, that it spreads across the whole 

city. 

 30 

 If I can just touch on the CBD office market first, as I have outlined in 

my evidence, and I think it is pretty well known around the city that we 

are moving into an oversupply situation. We have, my company has 

forecast vacancy at around 22% in 2017 when all the new rebuilds are 

completed, and whilst that seems high on the surface, I do not think it is 35 

catastrophic. Tenants are still moving back to the city, so that is likely 

to reduce in the next 12 months. 

 

 The market, as I have mentioned in my evidence, the market is reacting 

to the oversupply situation by halting new construction builds going 40 

forward, and also the market is reacting in terms of reducing rentals as 

well to meet the market in terms of filling that space up.  

 

 So where we are heading to at the moment is, and I am talking about 

office rents at the moment still, we are heading back to pre-earthquake 45 

sort of levels of office rents. We saw a big increase after the 
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earthquakes due to obviously lack of supply in the suburban areas and 

also we have seen higher rents being achieved in some of the new 

builds at the start, but now as that vacancy factor increases the rents are 

gravitating back towards what we had pre-earthquake. 

 5 

 If I could now – and in terms of limited availability for second tier 

tenants, and I think we talk about A grade office buildings in the CBD 

in a pretty general sense, I think some of the market tends to treat every 

new building as an A grade but I would rather tend to refer to the new 

builds within the CBD as A and B grade, and I think that the type of 10 

tenant who would be termed a second or third tier tenant would be 

looking at C and D grade, which we just do not have any of, because 

generally you are not going to get a C grade or D grade sort of building 

in a new building, so we have not got many old buildings left.   

 15 

 So the tenants that have been dislocated from C and D grade buildings 

have gone into the suburbs, often occupied houses or converted 

industrial buildings. There is no or limited space for those sorts of 

tenants to come back to if they want to pay the same sort of rent they 

were before the earthquakes. 20 

 

 In terms of the retail market, we are seeing a large rebuild going on in 

the CBD around the retail precinct, and that is providing higher quality, 

high end retail accommodation. What we have lost in the city is all of 

the older buildings, the old brick buildings obviously, the likes of 25 

Manchester Street and some of the side streets, where our second and 

third tier retail tenants were, the eclectic type uses, which could afford 

to go into those sort of spaces, they have been dislocated out of the city, 

again into houses, converted industrial buildings and some have gone 

out of business.  30 

 

 What we have not got coming back is that type of space, and that is the 

type of tenant I see, in my mind, as occupying the type of secondary 

retail accommodation in the likes of Bernard Street. 

 35 

 Just ion summary, there is no evident oversupply of second and third 

tier type retail accommodation in the city or in the suburban areas.  

 

  [11.35 am] 

 40 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you very much, Mr Sellars. Sorry to just – I got a 

bit distracted there, I was just dealing with a lolly in my mouth before I 

asked questions. So that will look good on the transcript. Ms Huia? 

 

MS HUIA:   No, thank you, sir. 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   Ms Dawson? 

 

MS DAWSON:   Mr Sellars, when you say that the C and D grade buildings 

are not coming back into the CBD or we are not seeing that at the 

moment, I mean there is still a lot of vacant space in the CBD, 5 

including in those peripheral areas and not where the main sort of new 

rebuilds have occurred.   

 

 Do you see that in the long run as land prices settle or become more 

realistic over time, there would be the opportunity for new builds at 10 

prices that would be suitable for second and third tier tenants, in a sort 

of C and D grade, coming back into the CBD in some form as not yet 

realised? 

 

MR SELLARS:   Theoretically that is the case, but what we have seen is that 15 

land values have not reduced and they should have, the land values 

have held up since the earthquakes and in some cases increased in the 

CBD, and in many people’s views they are too high, but the market just 

has not equalised that, and a factor of that we have got an oversupply, 

rents are coming down and it is difficult to make buildings feasible. 20 

The land values just have not translated down where they should have. 

 

 So in theory, if land values do come back, yes, people may be able to 

design new buildings which are at a level or could be leased at CMV 

rate type rents, but up until now that has not occurred. It is difficult to 25 

achieve. What we tend to see is the gap between the good buildings in 

the CBD and the poorer buildings on the periphery locations, the rent 

gap is not as great as it should be. 

 

MS DAWSON:   But given that we are having to plan for 10 or 15 years out 30 

from now, I mean what is done is done now and we are looking 

forward from there, is it – and we should not plan for things that are 

totally unlikely and are not going to happen, but you are saying that – 

would the land that is vacant and not being brought, because the price 

is too high, just sit there for 15 years vacant, is that likely, or is it likely 35 

or is it possible over time that, at least for some of it, people may seek 

lower prices and lower cost rebuilds could occur. 

 

MR SELLARS:   Well, I think the developers are trying to get to that low cost 

already and they are not achieving it, so I think what we are going to 40 

see is that land is going to sit vacant unless we find an alternative use, 

maybe residential, or in the long term the rents gravitate back up again 

and it is more feasible to build those secondary office buildings and 

achieve rents that make them feasible. 

 45 
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MS DAWSON:   Is that mainly because of the cost of the building or because 

the land value is too high? 

 

MR SELLARS:   Both. 

 5 

MS DAWSON:   Both? 

 

MR SELLARS:   Both. 

 

MS DAWSON:   All right, thank you very much. 10 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Dr Mitchell? 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Thank you, sir. Just one question, Mr Sellars. If there were 

limitations in this plan that, for example, said that those existing 15 

buildings in Bernard Street were limited to having retail only on the 

ground floor, just as a for instance, would that effect the value of the 

building in any material way? 

 

MR SELLARS:   Well, if you had no restriction, it would limit the value in 20 

terms of if there was no restriction, it would be a lesser value, because 

if you have no restriction there is always going to be – it is always 

going to have a slightly higher value, because I think the difficulty here 

is that, and we have found it in other locations, if you cannot get a retail 

tenant then the second best option in some cases is to put a secondary 25 

office tenant in there to fill the space. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Sorry, I was thinking more the converse of that, by saying if 

there were to be retailing, rather than mandating that it must happen, if 

we said “if retailing were to happen in those buildings, it would need to 30 

be located on the ground floor”. 

 

MR SELLARS:   Yes. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Would that limit the value? 35 

 

MR SELLARS:   No. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Thank you. Thank you, sir. 

 40 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you. Just a couple of questions, Mr Sellars. Just on 

that same topic, that same thing, we have just heard from Mr Keung a 

concern that he has that if one was to try to subdivide the proposed 

3,600 square metre cap into subcomponents of office, retail and 

commercial services, that it would negatively impact on value.  Now, 45 

as a valuer, what is your comment? 
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  [11.40 am] 

 

MR SELLARS:   Well, I guess the first test is, that its highest and best use 

would be no restriction, because that gives you total flexibility, but to 5 

have some restrictions it would lessen the value, but it would not be 

catastrophic. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Depending on the numbers. 

 10 

MR SELLARS:   Yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay.  Just finally, have you read the Panel’s decision on 

Stage 1? 

 15 

MR SELLARS:   Parts of it. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, so that includes findings on evidence we heard 

from the Crown and the Council, I think Mr Ogg might have been one 

of the witnesses, on this proposition of B and C grade being part of the 20 

complement for the CBD. Do I take it that your difference from them 

really comes back to a position on whether or not there is realistically 

going to be land value readjustment over the life of the plan? 

 

MR SELLARS:   Yes. 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you. Mr Fowler, any questions arising? 

 

MR FOWLER:   None, thank you, sir. 

 30 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you. Thank you very much, Mr Sellars, appreciate 

that. We will take the morning recess. 

 

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW [11.41 am] 

 35 

ADJOURNED [11.41 am] 

 

RESUMED [12.01 pm] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, thank you. 40 

 

 Mr Fowler, just a request please for an electronic receipt of those 

documents. We put exhibit 29-37 on them - - -  

 

MR FOWLER:   Yes. 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   - - - but just the secretariats has asked if I ask you to, if we 

could have electronic copies, it will help our system. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Yes, I will attend to that as soon as the hearing is completed. 

 5 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, no rush, just when you can. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Even if it is a few days’ time. 10 

 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 15 

MR FOWLER:   The next witness for the submitter is Adam Thompson. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you. 

 

MR FOWLER:   He has prepared some notes of his or a synopsis of his 20 

evidence. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, thank you. 

 

25 
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<ADAM THOMPSON, affirmed [12.02 pm] 
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<EXAMINATION BY MR FOWLER [12.02 pm] 

 

MR FOWLER:   Now your full name is Adam Thompson, you are an 

economist and you reside in Auckland? 

 5 

MR THOMPSON:   Yes. 

 

MR FOWLER:   You have prepared a statement of evidence for this hearing, 

do you confirm that the contents of the statement of evidence are true 

and correct to the best of your knowledge of understanding and that it 10 

has been prepared in accord with the Code of Conduct expert 

witnesses? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   Ye it is. 

 15 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you.  

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Good morning. 

 

MR THOMPSON:   Good morning, I do have a brief set of notes that I will run 20 

through. 

 

 I consider that the proposed properties have historically functioned as 

part of the Addington neighbourhood centre, they are immediately 

adjacent to the other commercial activities and are in close proximity to 25 

the main street. With the nature of the building and it is location would 

appeal to a range of commercial tenants that could be described as 

typical neighbourhood centre tenants.  Such tenants would be unlikely 

to otherwise choose to locate in the CBD. For this reason the property 

is not in direct competition with the CBD which is raised as a concern 30 

by Mr Osbourne.  

 

 There are approximately 30 neighbourhood centres identified in the 

Replacement District Plan, across these centres there is over 200,000 

square metres of retail floor space and 900 stores. There is also a large 35 

number of office community, medical and other organisations 

operating in these centres. 

 

 There is potential on the properties that make up these centres for infill 

development, redevelopment and vacant land development, it is 40 

unknown how much development potential exists in these centres, 

however it would be reasonable to assume that there is a significant 

amount and for those quantity of floor space could occur on any 

number of neighbourhood centre sites across the city without 

significantly reducing the overall capacity across these centres to 45 

accommodate future growth. 
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 Within the context of the potential for new development enabled across 

the 30 neighbourhood centres, it is difficult to imagine how the 

restriction of commercial use of the proposed properties would raise 

any concern about city wide adverse economic effects. 5 

 

  [12.05 pm] 

 

 Mr Osbourne proposes to place city wide restrictions on the supply of 

commercial floor space, and the purpose of this is to increase 10 

commercial rents for the entire city, and this is an extreme policy 

recommendation because it would increase operating costs for all 

businesses and potentially by several hundred dollars per week on 

average. 

 15 

 It could be compared to restricting the number of employees in a city 

so that the price of labour increased – I find it difficult to see how an 

increase in the operating cost of all firms would improve the overall 

productivity of the city. 

 20 

 Mr Osbourne reckons the academic literature that finds a correlation 

between density and agglomeration economies, namely that a doubling 

in density results in an increase in agglomeration economies of six 

percent.  Mr Osbourne extrapolates from this an economic benefit of 

$450 million per annum, based on a large number of firms relocating to 25 

centre zones. 

 

 It is correct that there is a correlation between density and 

agglomeration economies, however, the academic literature also finds 

that the direction of the causation runs from glomeration economies to 30 

density, not from density to agglomeration of economies as claimed by 

Mr Osbourne. 

 

 In other words, it is an increase in the overall productivity of a city’s 

firms that enables and supports high density centres as more firms 35 

compete to be part of the centres and importantly are able to pay the 

relatively high costs. 

 

 And (B) the glomeration economies are evident at the city wide level, 

however, are not evident at the centre levels for cities the size of 40 

Christchurch. In other words, it makes very little difference where the 

businesses are located in the CBD or other centres in terms of the city’s 

overall agglomeration economies. 
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 It should also be noted that as cities double size they become 

approximately 15 percent more productive so the size of the city is also 

an important consideration. 

 

 Any policy to restrict the supply of commercial property and increase 5 

rents would be a disincentive to business growth and new businesses 

establishing, this may reduce the overall growth of the city foregoing 

the benefits associated with a larger city. 

 

 Mr Osbourne puts forward the argument that the higher rents would 10 

result in a faster rate of development in the CBD. At present the value 

of vacant CBD land is $1,000-$3,000 per square metre. This is a 

relatively high price and it is evidenced that there is a sufficient 

development margin given current rents, yields and costs for the 

development to be feasible. 15 

 

 In fact these land prices mean rents could decrease and there would be 

no impact on the commercial feasibility of development in the CBD, as 

the price for land would simply adjust downwards to reflect the lower 

rental return. 20 

 

 As a consequence the overall effect of Mr Osbourne’s policy 

recommendation would in my opinion be an increase in the operating 

costs for all businesses, however without any corresponding increase in 

the commercial feasibilities for development within the CBD. 25 

 

 Mr Heath who has also advise the City Council on commercial land use 

policy, advocates for a consolidation approach which he describes as 

follows, “this is best encapsulated in what I term the consolidation 

approach to retail development, this approach enables existing centres 30 

to expand where proven an appropriate and will generate a net benefit 

to a community and centre, I consider that such an approach provides 

an appropriate balance between regulation/intervention while enabling 

the retail market, the flexibility to develop and operate in an efficient 

manner that both meets market growth requirements and facilitates 35 

recovery of existing centres.” 

 

 Mr Heath’s consolidation approach was supported by policy 15.1.2.4, 

any outward expansion of a commercial centre “must” ensure the 

expanded centre remains commensurate with the centres role within a 40 

strategic network of centres while not undermining the function of 

other centres. 

 

 I support the consolidation approach as described by Mr Heath for the 

same reasons, namely because it provides a balance between regulation 45 

that supports the centres framework and that commercial activity is 
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consolidated within and around centres, while at the same time 

providing sufficient flexibility to meet the city’s market growth 

requirements.  

 

 I understand through my work in the Auckland Council Unitary Plan 5 

that this approach is generally considered to be the optimal approach to 

commercial land use by economists. 

 

 The proposal would effectively comprise an expansion of the 

Addington neighbourhood centre and I believe there is sufficient 10 

demand growth to support this expansion. I would also note that the 

market was able to support a commercial use of the building in recent 

history. 

 

  [12.10 pm] 15 

 

 In my opinion the proposal is consistent with a general market function 

of the Addington centre, it is consistent with the function of a 

neighbourhood centre as outlined in the Replacement District Plan, and 

is consistent with the centres based framework. 20 

 

 In my opinion the proposal would result in economic benefits and no 

economic costs.  In conclusion I support the proposal. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you Mr Thompson.  Ms Huria? 25 

 

MS HURIA:   No, thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Ms Dawson? 

 30 

MS DAWSON:  I just want to find out what you consider the Addington centre 

to be.  You talk a lot about the consolidation by some small peripheral 

expansion of the Addington neighbourhood centre.  So what do you 

refer to as the Addington neighbourhood centre? 

 35 

MR THOMPSON:  Well the area adjacent to Lincoln Road. There are a 

number of components of that centre.  It has a convenience centre 

along the main road, essentially comprised of a range of mostly retail 

convenience stores and other services.  It has historically had industrial 

activity around it but over time that has transitioned into a Mixed 40 

Commercial area as per the zone that is proposed for that area.   

 

 It is a very common trend, every city has industrial areas that are 

centrally located on busy arterial roads that have converted over time to 

a commercial set of uses.  It is essentially because the older smaller low 45 
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stud height industrial buildings are not in demand in the industrial 

sector as much as they were. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Mr Thompson, just remember the question. 

 5 

MS DAWSON:  So just very precisely, do you consider the buildings on 

Lincoln Road immediately adjoining these two Bernard Street 

properties to be part of the Addington neighbourhood centre? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   The neighbourhood centre, yes, sorry I was describing the 10 

entire commercial set of activities. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Yes so that is fine, so you do consider that those properties 

and maybe the other one on the other side of Bernard Street but on 

Lincoln Road is part, you, in your view, they are part of the Addington 15 

neighbourhood centre? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   Yes, I would form that view, largely based on the historic 

use of those buildings. 

 20 

MS DAWSON:   All right.  So have you looked at what the Plan describes as 

the Addington neighbourhood centre? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   Yes, I have. 

 25 

MS DAWSON:   And what does it say? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   It is a small area of Commercial Core zoned land that does 

not include this property. 

 30 

MS DAWSON:   Or any of the properties round about it? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   That is correct, yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:  So it is a good several hundred metres from the Bernard Street 35 

property, the Commercial Core zone, that the Plan says is the 

neighbourhood centre? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   I have not measured the distance.  Just looking at it, in 

terms of the range of activities - - - 40 

 

MS DAWSON:   Just the distance. 

 

MR THOMPSON:   I have not measured the distance, I am not sure. 

 45 
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MS DAWSON:   But it is not immediately adjacent to these properties on the 

corner of Bernard Street and Lincoln Road or down Bernard Street?  

Do you know? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   My recollection was that it was.  If it is not I will accept 5 

that view, however - - - 

 

MS DAWSON:   We probably can get the zoning map up there but if you take 

it from me that, well you have said that the Plan says that it is the 

Commercial Core zone that is the neighbourhood centre, and that the 10 

Commercial Mixed Use zone is a different concept, treated under 

different policies? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   Yes, I may have made an error there by assuming that the 

large multi-level commercial buildings with retail at ground level were 15 

part of that commercial core, in my assessment. 

 

MS DAWSON:   All right, okay.  Because Mr Heath may well have known 

what the Plan was referring to – he may or may not have but he may 

well have – when he talked about his consolidation approach and what 20 

the Plan was talking about some flexibility for a peripheral growth of a 

neighbourhood centre being the Commercial Core zone.   

 

 So do you accept that if the Commercial Core zone does not include the 

properties adjoining or even near these Bernard Street properties, that 25 

Mr Heath may well have been referring to something different from 

what you are? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   My understanding of the consolidation approach is that - - 

-  30 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   But what did Mr Heath’s evidence say? 

 

MS DAWSON:   How can you be sure that Mr Heath and you are talking about 

the same thing when you do not really know where the Commercial 35 

Core zone is? 

 

MR THOMPSON:  There is a principle established by the consolidation 

approach which is if there is demand for additional space that the centre 

expands.  So I agree with that principle.  With regard to Mr Heath’s 40 

recommendation for the Addington neighbourhood centre, he did say 

that because of the presence of some large office buildings it does 

potentially warrant a higher level of placement in the retail network. 

 

  [12.15 pm] 45 
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MS DAWSON:  Yes, so based on your theory and the principles are you 

saying that all the area between the existing Commercial Core zone – 

between and including these Bernard Street properties that we are 

looking at today, and everything in a sort of similar distance around 

about the Commercial Core zone should really be treated as the 5 

Addington Commercial Centre and zoned as Commercial Core? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   Well I have not addressed that in my evidence but my 

answer is I think it should be part of that centre in the Plan for the 

reason that it is part of the centre in reality. 10 

 

MS DAWSON:   All right, so if we could just look at the planning map which 

is in front of you now, you can see that the Commercial Core is where 

it says CC, which is further down Lincoln Road, each side of Parlane 

Street, north of, I think it is Wye Street but, I mean I think I measured it 15 

as about 200 metres from the Bernard Street properties and it does not 

include any of the properties on the Bernard Street side of Lincoln 

Road. 

 

MR THOMPSON:   Yes, I must have misread that and it may have been to do 20 

with the large commercial buildings there, that I may have assumed 

were part of that area (INDISTINCT 1.27). 

 

MS DAWSON:   So given what you now know from the zone in here and what 

the Plan is saying is a Commercial Core zone, is it your evidence to us 25 

that the Commercial Core zone should be considerably bigger than 

what is shown there, or the range of uses that could take place on the 

properties between Bernard Street and the Commercial Core should 

reflect a much larger neighbourhood centre than what is shown there? 

 30 

MR THOMPSON:   I have not assessed the entire centre with regard to that 

particular question.  The two large office buildings with retail at ground 

level just past the street there, which is adjacent to this set of properties 

that we are talking about today.  In my view that should be part of the 

centre because it has a commercial use, it is on the main street, it 35 

clearly functions as part of the centre. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well just so that we understand on the transcript, when 

you say you cannot read the name of the street, where does it sit in 

regard to the railway line just so that we recognise it. 40 

 

MS DAWSON:   Is it Bernard Street you are talking about? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   Is it Vise Street? 

 45 

MS DAWSON:   Wise. 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   Wise Street. 

 

MR THOMPSON:   Yes, so just immediately to the north east of Wise Street 

where the new commercial properties have been recently developed. 5 

 

MS DAWSON:   I think they are around Bernard Street are they not?  Do you 

know this area very well? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   I have had a site visit and I have looked at it on the 10 

internet with Google Earth and street map. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Just answer the question as well.  Is it Wise Street or 

Bernard Street that you are referring to? 

 15 

MR THOMPSON:   I would have to see an aerial photograph to confirm that. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Well you have got a – okay.  So you do not have sufficient 

familiarity from your site visit to know whether the building is adjacent 

Wise Street or Bernard Street, is that right? 20 

 

MR THOMPSON:   I cannot recall exactly. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you. 

 25 

MS DAWSON:  So I suppose, the basis of my question is that in your evidence 

where you support Mr Heath’s consolidation approach, which you say 

is reflected in the Plan and therefore you support the extension of 

commercial activities into these Bernard Street properties as being 

consistent with Mr Heath’s consolidation approach and the Plan’s 30 

reflection of that, your evidence has been on the basis of not really 

knowing where the Commercial Core zone was in that area and what 

the Plan was referring to? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   I may have made an error on that but I was absolutely 35 

certain on the range of activities that do occur along Lincoln Road, in 

my view between Wise Street and Bernard Road it is partially 

commercial and retail, and the proposal site is immediately adjacent to 

that so in my view it forms part of the commercial centre there, albeit it 

does not line up with the specific zonings as you say. 40 

 

MS DAWSON:   And you have not – are you familiar with the policy that 

relates specifically to the CMU, the Commercial Mixed Use Zone, as it 

relates to growth of commercial activities in that zone.  Do you know 

what it said? 45 
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MR THOMPSON:   Yes, I have read that and it does have a more limited range 

of commercial uses. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Well yes it does, it just recognises the existing activities and 

limits their future growth.  So are you saying that that should not be the 5 

case for that large area of CMU zoning there? 

 

  [12.20 pm] 

 

MR THOMPSON:   In my opinion, if there is an established centre which is 10 

largely commercial and retail and other services it should be zoned for 

the zone that reflects that set of uses. 

 

MS DAWSON:   I suppose is your evidence more talking about an 

imperfection you see in the Plan as opposed to just tweaking the 15 

provisions for these two K I Commercial sites? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   Well, my scope and my brief was not to assess the overall 

set of costs and benefits for this particular centre and how it is planned.  

In my view, the proposed building is a natural extension of the main 20 

commercial centre.  It has been in history. 

 

MS DAWSON:   But not as it is planned? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   Not as it is planned but I do not believe that that 25 

commercial core zone reflects the extent of commercial focus of that 

centre. 

 

MS DAWSON:   So to accept your argument that the neighbourhood centre 

should extend a bit further down Bernard Street we would need to 30 

accept your argument that the zoning in the Plan, the decided zoning in 

policies in the Plan do not reflect what you consider should be the 

neighbourhood centre for Addington? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   I am not sure what the answer to that question is because it 35 

is a planning or a legal question, however - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Well, you are qualified as a planner.   

 

MR FOWLER:   Though he is giving evidence as an economist, Your Honour. 40 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   He is qualified as a planner, Mr Fowler, and he gives 

evidence according to his expertise and answers questions to the best of 

his ability in accordance with the Code of Conduct.  If he is not 

informed of the matters that is fine but it is a planning question and he 45 

is qualified as a planner. 
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MR THOMPSON:   It is not something that I have considered as part of the 

evidence that I have prepared so to provide an answer on it would be 

uninformed.   

 5 

 The way I have considered this is that there is centre that exists on the 

ground and that does not line up with that commercial zoning 

completely.  What happens on the ground will continue to happen on 

the ground irrespective of that particular set of zones on that map there, 

so this being a natural expansion of that centre occurs irrespective of 10 

that zoning pattern, in my opinion. 

 

MS DAWSON:   All right, well, I think I will leave it at that, thank you.   

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Dr Mitchell. 15 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Thank you, sir, morning, Mr Thompson.  We are obviously 

dealing here with just two specific properties but on the general 

principle of “like should be treated in a like fashion”, if we were to take 

the approach that you have suggested that should be undertaken for 20 

these two Bernard Street properties, are you aware what the 

implications that would be for the balance of the CMU zoning in 

Christchurch? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   No, I am not. 25 

 

DR MITCHELL:    Okay, thank you. Thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Mr Thompson, I just want to come back through your 

qualifications on paragraph 2 of your evidence, please.  Which of those 30 

qualifications are you relying on to give evidence, all of them? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   All of them, yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Now, you refer there to one of them being a qualification 35 

you describe as a “dissertation” and when you gave evidence at the first 

instance hearing or the Stage One hearing, you were saying you were 

completing a dissertation so you have now completed it? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   Yes. 40 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    So, is that a qualification or is it just a paper you have 

submitted for qualification? 

 

MR THOMPSON:    It is a dissertation which is a paper in Urban Economics. 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:    That you have submitted? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   Which has been submitted and - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So it has been submitted to whom? 5 

 

MR THOMPSON:   London School of Economics. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   And you are waiting for the London School of Economics 

to grade that? 10 

 

MR THOMPSON:   No, it has been graded, yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    So what was the grade? 

 15 

MR THOMPSON:    I cannot recall.  It was a - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    A, B, C, D, E? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   It was in a numbering system. 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Well, what was it? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   I cannot recall, I am sorry, it was a numbering system 

which is - - - 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Was it a good number or a bad number? 

 

MR THOMPSON:    It was average, from memory. 

 30 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Did you pass? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   Yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    So what is the qualification you have got? 35 

 

MR THOMPSON:   It is a pass mark for a dissertation which is a - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    What does that give you by way of a qualification? 

 40 

MR THOMPSON:    It gives you a Certificate of Completion of a particular 

paper that is offered at a university.   

 

  [12.25 pm] 

 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:    All right, just need to understand, that is all, what your 

expertise truly is.   

 

 Now, in terms of your planning qualifications, and I appreciate that we 

are getting planning evidence from Mr Putt, but you are giving 5 

evidence in accordance with your qualifications, so you make mention 

in terms of that of the Proposed National Policy Statement on Urban 

Development, you recall that? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   Yes. 10 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    So, in terms of your understanding as a planner, what is 

the legal force or meaning of that proposed document at this time? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   It has not been approved so it has, as I understand it, no 15 

legal force. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    So, that obligation under the RMA to give effect to a 

National Policy Statement, does that apply? 

 20 

MR THOMPSON:   In this case? 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Yes. 

 

MR THOMPSON:    My understanding is no. 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    What about the Regional Policy Statement, is that 

something we must give effect? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   That is something that I do not have - - - 30 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Answer the question, please. 

 

MR THOMPSON:   I do not have sufficient experience - - - 

 35 

JUDGE HASSAN:   No - - - 

 

MR THOMPSON:   - - - in that (INDISTINCT 1.16) - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    - - - well, you are a planner.  In terms of the RMA, what 40 

is the legal obligation we have in regard to the Regional Policy 

Statement? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   That is not an area that I have experience so I cannot 

answer that question. 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:    So, you do not know about the RMA? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   I have not provided expert evidence on the RMA to that 

level as part of my - - - 

 5 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I just want to understand the scope of your qualifications 

in our ability to rely on your opinion.  I will give you one more 

opportunity.  Do you not know the legal obligation under the RMA in 

regard to a Regional Policy Statement, yes or no? 

 10 

MR THOMPSON:   No. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Right.  Have you read the Panel’s Stage 1 decision? 

 

MR THOMPSON:   No, I have not. 15 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.  Any questions arising, Mr Fowler? 

 

MR FOWLER:   None, sir. 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thanks very much Mr Thompson, you are free to go. 

 

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW [12.27 pm] 

 

25 
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<BRIAN WILLIAM PUTT, sworn [12.27 pm] 
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<EXAMINATION BY MR FOWLER [12.28 pm] 

 

MR FOWLER:   Sir, your full name is Brian William Putt.  You are a statutory 

planner and you reside in Auckland? 

 5 

MR PUTT:   That is correct. 

 

MR FOWLER:   You have prepared a statement of evidence for today’s 

hearing.  Do you confirm that the contents of your statement of 

evidence are true and correct to the best of your knowledge and 10 

understanding and has been prepared in accordance with the Code of 

Conduct of Expert Witnesses? 

 

MR PUTT:   They are. 

 15 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you, please take the Panel through your synopsis and 

answer any questions. 

 

MR PUTT:   Good afternoon, Your Honour, and members of the Panel.  I have 

prepared a short synopsis to focus on the key points as I saw them in 20 

preparation for this hearing.   

 

 So, at paragraph 2 I have just reiterated there the site specific relief that 

this request contains in relation to 9 and 11 and 13 Bernard Street in 

Addington. The buildings there are under renovation, earthquake 25 

strengthened and reaching the point of completion, and the request 

includes a limitation of maximum GFA of 3,600 square metres. 

 

 Given the discussion on that with earlier witnesses I just might say that 

my view of that was I accepted it because I saw it as around about one 30 

and half times the size of the site which I thought in this neighbourhood 

was a reasonable development ratio given that there is a 15 metre 

height limit and so that floor area could be used over two, three or 

potentially four storeys on a smaller footprint building. 

 35 

  [12.30 pm] 

 

 I then thought it was important to look at the manner in which the Panel 

has formulated the centres based commercial philosophy in the plan 

and I just wanted to, in that part of my evidence, just reiterate the 40 

philosophy and the planning theory behind centres based planning.  

That it is usually hierarchical, which it is in this plan, and that it usually 

has some flexibility attached to it which I believe it does in this plan 

also. 

 45 
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 And in particular I have made the point of stressing what I see as the 

integration of the centres based part of the plan with the non-centres 

Commercial zones.  In this case it is the Commercial Mixed Use zone.  

So in my opinion it is this integration which underpins the recovery of 

commercial activity across the city, a matter which is stressed through 5 

the support of legislation for the recovery of Christchurch and is also 

stressed in the plan itself. 

 

 Now, in looking at that matter I thought it was important to reflect back 

on section 5 because of the offering of a flexible objective and policy 10 

structure as I saw it to ensure that that flexibility was reflected in the 

rules, and that is where I think matters have come unstuck to a certain 

extent, and although they are not the subject of this hearing today the 

flexibility sought by the submitter in my view fits the pattern which is 

sitting in the objectives and policies structure.   15 

 

 And I made that point really through section 5 on the basis that we are 

dealing with a physical resource, the buildings, of some value.  They 

are a resource as we know through section 5 and as a guiding principle 

of the RMA, they are resource which should not be wasted or 20 

underutilised.  And I suppose that idea of section 5 is honed to a very 

fine point in Christchurch given the loss of such resources and what we 

are left with until a rebuild is completed over several decades. 

 

 My evidence then turns to the objectives and policies specifically and I 25 

start really at chapter 3, the strategic directions, because I found them 

most helpful in establishing an overarching strategic direction which 

then gives guidance to the specificity in chapter 15 for the Commercial 

zone structure.   

 30 

 And I note the importance of keeping a broad and open approach to the 

interpretation of matters such as policy 15.1.3.2 which recognises the 

existing nature, scale, extent of retail and office activities in Addington.  

Now, I saw the statement as really important because in my opinion it 

must inherently include the built form to make sense of it and then 35 

realistically I think the word “existing” has got to reflect back on the 

period prior to the earthquakes.  Because with this sort of we call it 

force majeure situation it has always been the case in planning that an 

unreasonable restriction on a development right is usually set aside and 

I do recall a case Goldfinch v Auckland Council where that was 40 

certainly the case when Goldfinch was - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Are you referring to the section 85 requirement of the 

Act? 

 45 

MR PUTT:   Yes. 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you. 

 

MR PUTT:   So, sir, I just pull that idea of the force majeure in the back of my 

mind when I was thinking about how to interpret existing in this 5 

setting.  So in my view I suppose no other arrangement really makes 

sense in the face of the catastrophic change that has occurred and is 

now being managed and regenerated in this city. 

 

  [12.35 pm] 10 

 

 So I conclude on objectives and policies that they provide a 

comfortable fit with the request of the submitter knowing as it is it is a 

site specific request, often not a good idea in plans but that is what we 

have ended up with here, without undermining the planning direction 15 

imposed through the centres based Commercial zone framework and 

the integration of that framework with the non-centres Commercial 

zones.  

 

 Now, I thought because of the site specific nature of the request it was 20 

important to look at the spatial context of the Bernard Street and 

Lincoln Road neighbourhood centre pattern at this part of Addington.  

And in this part of my evidence I have looked at what has happened in 

the neighbourhood, there is some very impressive recently completed 

buildings, one substantial one on the corner of Bernard and Lincoln 25 

Street, a glass and concrete structure.  A three-storeyed one on the other 

side of the road containing a lot of consultancy type office space 

occupation, and a variety of retail activities have occurred across the 

space as well. 

 30 

 So in my view the opportunity which the submitter is seeking will 

eventually add value and an urban design amenity to this commercial 

environment that might not otherwise arise unless the flexibility of 

occupancy which he is seeking is made available.   

 35 

 I then turn to the section 32 matters and I must say I think the issue 

here in my opinion is relatively limited.  I feel that the embedding of 

the centres based framework and the integrated and support of 

Commercial zones which allow in the plan really have predetermined 

section 32 matters.  They have been self-answered, the section 32 work 40 

has been done, the evidence has been heard and has considered matters 

and the reflection of all of that is now the embedded set of rules and 

zone structures. 

 

 So I have looked then at the section 32AA aspect of the submitter’s 45 

request and my conclusion was that there was no obstacle in terms of 
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the relevant objectives.  I thought that the section 5 issue of the existing 

physical resource represented by the buildings related to the 

section 32AA test in a positive manner, and I consider that the 

efficiency and effectiveness aspect has been achieved by providing for 

the flexibility of tenancies that the submitter is seeking.   5 

 

 And that I think operated at two levels, a micro level in this 

neighbourhood where economic efficiency obviously is enhanced for 

that site dealing as we are with a site specific request.  And then at the 

macro level the outcome of those uses, particularly retail and office 10 

occupation on that small site of, you know, just over almost two and a 

half thousand square metres, hardly features on the broader aspect of 

Christchurch commercial landholdings. 

 

 And so my conclusion is that in respect of the centres based 15 

underpinning of the Commercial zones the request ends up as a matter 

which is less than minor.  I see a positive benefit arising to the overall 

commercial and economic viability of the Addington area which has 

clearly over the last period since the earthquake events has taken on a 

life of its own and is obviously becoming quite an interesting slightly 20 

eclectic but popular commercial area.  And that outcome is in a way, in 

planning terms, not unexpected given restrictions that have occurred in 

other parts of the city through demolition and the inability to use 

certain areas. 

 25 

 So, sir, that is my synopsis of the evidence.  Thank you. 

 

  [12.40 pm] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you very much, Mr Putt.  Ms Huria? 30 

 

MS HURIA:   Just a quick question, thank you, Mr Putt, I am just interested in 

your view that, and pardon my use of the vernacular, but if this was 

allowed so to speak, would it be your view that that might contribute to 

death by a thousand cuts of the CBD? 35 

 

MR PUTT:   No, I think – I will just take you back one step.  The creation of 

mixed use zones has had quite a positive benefit to commercial 

development around the country.  It exists particularly in Auckland, a 

little bit in Wellington, a bit in Hamilton that I know of.  Now, what 40 

they have done is strengthened retail centres like the core centre at 

Addington is a good example.   

 

 It is a small area on the map and it is surrounded by this new mixed use 

zone and in my view, what happens is the retail functions start to get 45 

focused in the core and then a range of other supportive activities, 
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particularly office because that means work, that means lunch time 

spends, buying a new dress, buying a pair of shoes, little pair of 

trousers, all that sort of thing happens in a positive economic 

framework around that core. 

 5 

 So I do not think that you can relate the economic energy in this small 

part of town, Addington, to a loss in the CBD.  The CBD in 

Christchurch has got to regenerate its own energy.  It cannot exist off 

forces that do not want to be there, if I could put it that way to you, and 

clearly around the city from my knowledge and - - - 10 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   What evidence are you referring to for that last comment?  

Your opinion or the evidence that you are relying on? 

 

MR PUTT:   Sorry, sir? 15 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Your last comment about the CBD, is that your own 

opinion or is it drawing from the evidence that you are relying on? 

 

MR PUTT:   It is just from my experience.  A central area has an energy of its 20 

own in terms of investment, economic activity.  It is a different sort of 

energy and interest from investors than you will find in outer lying 

centres.  They have a different reason for being there and it is at a 

different scale.  That is the point I am trying to make there. 

 25 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you. 

 

MR HURIA:   Thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Ms Dawson? 30 

 

MS DAWSON:   Thank you, Mr Putt.  I am interested in your view, if we 

agreed to this one off rule for these two properties, do you think this 

would then act as a platform in the future for other people to come 

along and say, “Well I have got one or two properties in other parts of 35 

the mixed use zone,” here or elsewhere, and argue similarly for a one-

off rule which, because of what you have just – the arguments that you 

have put to us, could not effect anybody much because it is such a 

small change? 

 40 

MR PUTT:   It is a difficulty that you face with a site specific relief but that is 

just the circumstances as I see and I did not have any background on 

this until a week ago. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Is that a risk? 45 
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MR PUTT:   It is a risk.  It is a risk that could arise through public plan change 

requests in the future.  It may actually trigger a review of the structure 

of the Mixed Use Zone along the lines I have just mentioned, that it 

could be liberalised in order that it gives a better foundation for the 

commercial core zones. 5 

 

MS DAWSON:   So not only might it lead to other people coming along with 

private plan changes, but it might also lead to a push to change the 

Mixed Use Zone completely? 

 10 

MR PUTT:   Yes, but of course if that was the case it would have to be 

justified.  It would go through its own section 32 analysis just like the 

private plan change request for it, and if they do not stack up then it 

will not move forward, but if they do stack up it could be part of the 

evolution of the changing nature of settlement patterns around 15 

Christchurch. 

 

  [12.45 pm] 

 

MS DAWSON:   But if we have accepted the arguments put forward changing 20 

the rules that apply to this zone, are there any special circumstances 

that apply to these sites that could not be as equally argued with 

numerous other sites throughout the mixed use zone? 

 

MR PUTT:   I do not see any special circumstances as such except perhaps that 25 

the buildings do have – they are also special circumstances which I am 

sure will apply elsewhere, but the buildings do have a robustness and a 

flexibility and a life as a physical resource that needs some sort of 

respect in terms of its inability to make an economic return and to fit 

them into this neighbourhood.   30 

 

MS DAWSON:   You understand that the rule does not require these buildings 

to be kept or reused?  It could allow brand new buildings to be put on 

this site. 

 35 

MR PUTT:   Yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   So the rule is not about these particular buildings? 

 

MR PUTT:   But these buildings do just at the moment.  I accept what you are 40 

saying, given the amount of money that has been spent on them, the 

likelihood of them being demolished is I think quite remote.   

 

MS DAWSON:   You do say in your evidence at paragraph 14 that there are 

special circumstances in the spatial context of this site that do provide 45 
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the rationale for this request but are you saying that you cannot really 

see anything particularly special about these two sites? 

 

MR PUTT:   The special circumstance in the street I think is the one I am 

referring to there in the evidence.  In terms of special circumstances 5 

across the whole city, I could not say that, it is the point I made you (ph 

1.54).  In the street I think the renovation of this building, given the 

quality of development that has gone on in this street, this building can 

add to that urban design outcome, but the point I am making there is 

that it would seem unfair that it does not have the same advantage of 10 

tenancy opportunities as the immediate neighbours.  

 

MS DAWSON:   All right, well let us just look at that because you covered 

that in your summary where you said the submitter wishes to be in the 

same position that was available prior to the earthquake events.  Now, 15 

there are two things that have gone on here.  One that compared with 

their next door neighbour for example, between the earthquake and 

now the property is not tenanted so they cannot claim to have existing 

activities at the moment, and some of the buildings have been removed, 

so they cannot claim to have all of the existing building they had back 20 

at the earthquakes.  

 

 Am I right in thinking that one aspect you are talking about there in 

your paragraph is not being penalised by the fact that they have taken 

their time in terms of re-tenanting and rebuilding compared with the 25 

next door neighbour that might have just been rebuilt prior to our 

decision date, is that correct? 

 

MR PUTT:   That is the position. 

 30 

MS DAWSON:   Yes.  Now the other things that have happened though since 

the earthquakes is the zone has being changed.  Previously, it was B4 I 

think Mr Keung referred to as very liberal zoned in terms of a mix of 

commercial activities that could go in there.  There has been quite a 

significant change in terms of the focus on the commercial Mixed Use 35 

Zone now in terms of the limited range of commercial activities that 

can go into that zone.   

 

 Now, are you saying that you think that this property should be 

returned to – that it is unfair for it not to be allowed to go back to B4 40 

when its neighbours cannot go back to the B4, or are you just saying it 

is unfair that it is not consistent with its neighbours? 

 

MR PUTT:   There is an important point in your question and I think it is this: 

the neighbours are all behaving in the B4 pre-earthquake manner.  They 45 

have got tenancies and occupancies, even their new buildings which 
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reflect the old zone structure.  If this site gains that opportunity, it does 

not actually change much and this is I suppose an issue - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So what is your answer to the question? 

 5 

MS DAWSON:   Do you think that this site ought to be able to go back and get 

its b4 opportunities, is that what you are saying? 

 

MR PUTT:   Yes. 

 10 

MS DAWSON:   Just like its neighbours did it? 

 

MR PUTT:   Well - - - 

 

MS DAWSON:   And if that is the case, what about all the other sites in the 15 

CMU?  Should they not also claim their old B4 opportunities and how 

does that stack up against the change of zoning and the change of 

policy approach that - - - 

 

  [12.50 pm] 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So there are two questions there. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Yes, so it will be three, sorry. 

 25 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Should the neighbours go back - - - 

 

MS DAWSON:   Should the neighbours also go back, be allowed to go back to 

their B4 opportunities? 

 30 

MR PUTT:   Well, the way the plan is set up that is not possible. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Should they go back? 

 

MS DAWSON:   Should, should they have the same rights to argue as 35 

Mr Keung is in your view? 

 

MR PUTT:   My review of the plan provisions for the Commercial Mixed Use 

zone suggest to me that the restriction that has been placed on office 

and retail doesn’t fit the objectives.  40 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So the answer to the question is what? 

 

MR PUTT:   The answer to my question is that the Mixed Use zone - - - 

 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   No, should the neighbouring properties go back to 

Business 4 or not? 

 

MR PUTT:   Well, Business 4 doesn’t exist, sir. 

 5 

JUDGE HASSAN:   No, but should they go back to the regime of Business 4 

on the same basis as you would argue for this property or not? 

 

MR PUTT:   I think it would be better for the Mixed Use zone to reflect the 

opportunities that were in the Business 4 zone. 10 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right. 

 

MS DAWSON:   All right, okay. 

 15 

MR PUTT:   And in that way it would better meet the objectives for the zone. 

 

MS DAWSON:   So you are really arguing in a broad sense that there needs to 

be a more fundamental – as from your planning experience and your 

planning perspective there needs to be a more fundamental change to 20 

the CMU zone than restricting the commercial activities in the way it 

does? 

 

MR PUTT:   Yes, and in doing so I do accept that a restriction such as around 

the concept of what existed, either in buildings or land uses, may well 25 

be necessary to put in there.  It is in there to some extent but it has been 

taken I think further in the rules than what was intended by the 

objectives as I read them.   

 

MS DAWSON:   So if the rule didn’t fundamentally change what was allowed 30 

in the CMU zone but said that an existing building includes buildings 

that have been demolished since the earthquakes and if - because I 

think at the moment it says an existing activity and an existing building 

so there is two things.   

 35 

 So the existing building could include a building that was a 

reinstatement of a building that was demolished since the earthquakes, 

that is called existing for the purpose of this rule, and if the existing 

activities included activities that were in existing buildings as at the 

time of the earthquakes, in other words you were penalised for the short 40 

to medium term loss of those activities do you think in your view of the 

world would that return this property and others like it to a 

commensurate level as their neighbours? 
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MR PUTT:   Yes, what it would do in my view is it would provide the Mixed 

Use zone with a framework which represents the physical form of the 

area that the zone covers. 

 

MS DAWSON:   So the physical things that are there - - - 5 

 

MR PUTT:   The form of the buildings and the activities together would be 

better represented by a Mixed Use zone that included those matters you 

have just identified. 

 10 

MS DAWSON:   Yes, so not penalising a property for losing some either 

building or activity in this interim period since the earthquakes? 

 

MR PUTT:   Yes. 

 15 

MS DAWSON:   Now, I just want to talk, the matters that I talked to 

Mr Thompson about, because you also referred to the growth of the 

Addington commercial centre and I just want to know whether you are 

imagining or – not imagining, referring to the properties in and around 

the Addington Commercial Core zone right out to this Bernard Street 20 

area becoming effectively the Addington centre and having a wide 

range of commercial uses? 

 

MR PUTT:   Yes, I am aware of where the commercial core is through the 

zoning map that I found and the useful aerial photograph I got hold of.  25 

To the north of the commercial core is this Commercial Mixed Use 

zone and there is a similar area to the north-east on Lincoln Road. 

 

  [12.55 pm] 

 30 

 In visiting the area it is apparent to me that a range of commercial 

activities, particularly retail and office, has strengthened in the Bernard 

Street locality probably for reasons of opportunities arose et cetera.  

Now, what you see in the commercial core at Addington is a pretty 

traditional hodgepodge of small sites, probably with numerous different 35 

owners potentially I would expect, which makes redevelopment much 

more difficult because you are dealing with, it is hard to amalgamate 

titles to do decent scale development. 

 

MS DAWSON:   But just to come back to my particular question. 40 

 

MR PUTT:   Sorry, yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Is it your view that, just as I put to Mr Thompson, that in a 

planning sense the commercial core, given what is on the ground and 45 

what you see as sensible planning the commercial core should really 
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extend out to Bernard Street as being an expanded Addington 

Neighbourhood Centre? 

 

MR PUTT:   No, look I have not done enough work to come to that conclusion.  

My feeling is looking at it the commercial core should stay as it is, the 5 

Commercial Mixed Use zone should function as an integrated part of 

that centre.  So the centre can have its commercial core but the centre 

inevitably, by the nature of the zoning of the Mixed Use zone, is 

extended for a range of commercial business activities further than the 

core.  There is nothing wrong with that, it just provides a strengthening 10 

and an economic base for this place to function. 

 

MS DAWSON:   The point of my questions is to understand whether your 

planning view is that the Mixed Use zone has got it wrong in terms of 

both its policy and the range of activities that are allowed there - - - 15 

 

MR PUTT:   No, the policy is right.  The objectives and policies are right, I am 

just suggesting that two uses should be in there to make sense of it, 

retail and office. 

 20 

MS DAWSON:   So retail and office should be more liberally provided for in 

the Mixed Use zone than is the case? 

 

MR PUTT:   Well, that is how Mixed Use zones work in other parts of the 

country. 25 

 

MS DAWSON:   Yes, but this is Christchurch. 

 

MR PUTT:   I know that. 

 30 

MS DAWSON:   With its policies which are established. 

 

MR PUTT:   Successfully because they are adding in there a range of other 

things, there is distribution in there, distribution activities, there is 

small workshops, there is effectively light industry and residential.  35 

That mix is what is being put together in support of the commercial 

core.   

 

MS DAWSON:   I will just lead on to one more set of questions for you and 

you argue that the objective and policy mix in the Commercial zones is 40 

flexible but the rules aren’t flexible and don’t reflect that flexibility.  

And you argue in terms of the objective that it starts with the words 

”The critical importance of commercial activity to the recovery” and 

you emphasise that. 

 45 

MR PUTT:   Yes. 
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MS DAWSON:   But you didn’t draw our attention that I could see to the final 

words in that objective “in a framework that supports commercial 

centres”.  So - - - 

 5 

MR PUTT:   Are you in chapter 3? 

 

MS DAWSON:   No, I am in 15.1.1.  “The critical importance of commercial 

activity to the recovery and long-term growth of the city is recognised 

and facilitated”, that is fine, “but in a framework that supports 10 

commercial centres”. 

 

MR PUTT:   Yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   So you are not arguing that recovery shouldn’t support 15 

commercial centres? 

 

MR PUTT:   Oh, gosh, no. 

 

MS DAWSON:   And you know that centres in this plan does not include the 20 

Commercial Mixed Use zone? 

 

MR PUTT:   Yes, I made that point.  They have got their own objectives. 

 

MS DAWSON:   And when it comes to 15.1.3.2 which is the policy relating to 25 

Mixed Use areas it again talks about limiting future growth and 

development of retail and office activities in these areas to ensure that 

commercial activity in the city is focused within the network of centres. 

 

  [1.00 pm] 30 

 

MR PUTT:   Yes, I have accepted that. 

 

MS DAWSON:   To me that is not talking about allowing growth of retail and 

offices in the Mixed Use zone, it is making sure that the growth of 35 

retail and office is focused in the centres. 

 

MR PUTT:   Yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   So how does that provide flexibility? 40 

 

MR PUTT:  Through the insertion of the concept of existing, apropos the 

discussion we just had a moment ago.  I have accepted that as a 

potential limitation in the Mixed Use zone. 

 45 
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MS DAWSON:   Yes, so it is limited, the growth is limited and it comes back 

to how existing is defined. 

 

MR PUTT:   Yes. 

 5 

MS DAWSON:  And when I put to you that existing might be able to be 

defined to take into account the hiatus between the earthquakes and 

now - - - 

 

MR PUTT:   Yes. 10 

 

MS DAWSON:   - - - you are saying that that would provide sufficient 

flexibility for this Mixed Use zone? 

 

MR PUTT:   Yes. 15 

 

MS DAWSON:   All right. 

 

MR PUTT:   Well it would for example answer the submitter’s point. 

 20 

MS DAWSON:   Yes, for this submitter, yes, and others that might be in the 

same circumstances. 

 

MR PUTT:   Well, if the Panel was able to go backwards and do that then I 

think that would be a wise thing to do. 25 

 

MS DAWSON:   All right, well thank you very much, thank you.  That is all 

for me. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.  Dr Mitchell? 30 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Thank you, sir.  Good afternoon Mr Putt.  Paragraph 13 is 

where you set out this modified relief, the permitted activity rule 28.  

Just so that I am clear on that, is that a rule that you have personally 

developed in order to enable you to support your client’s relief or is 35 

that a proposal that you have been given and that you have then 

assessed the efficacy of? 

 

MR PUTT:   It is effectively what I inherited last week to assist this submitter 

at this hearing. Now as I have said through the questioning from 40 

Commissioner Dawson, there may have been many other ways to deal 

with this but this is what we are down to right now. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   No that is fine.  I just wanted to be clear that that was not 

something that was – your support for the proposal was contingent on 45 
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that and you recommended it as something that you have taken and 

then - - -  

 

MR PUTT:   Yes, I have worked with it. 

 5 

DR MITCHELL:   Worked with it, yes, okay thank you.  There has been a 

number of questions asked by a number of us around precedent and 

around how these same arguments might potentially be advanced by 

other people in like circumstances.  Given the risk of that happening, 

and I think you have acknowledged that there is a risk of that 10 

happening - - - 

 

MR PUTT:   Yes. 

 

DR MITCHELL: - - - would it be desirable to reasonably carefully 15 

circumscribe what it is that this rule actually permits?  And in 

particular, if there is more risk to the central city recovery by having for 

example too much retail, and your client has no practicable need or – 

perhaps need is the wrong word, but does not really consider that it 

would ever need to develop these whole sites as retail precincts, would 20 

it not be sensible to subdivide that 3,600 square metres down into 

something that was both fit for purpose for the landowner or the 

property owner, but also be minimising its potential effect on the 

centres? 

 25 

MR PUTT:   Yes, there would be several ways that you could refine this.  If I 

had more time I would have offered that to you.  For example a 

standard practice in Mixed Use zones is to ensure that retail is on the 

ground floor. 

 30 

DR MITCHELL:   Well that was the question I asked earlier so something like 

that for example would be all right? 

 

MR PUTT:   Yes, and street fronting because it has an important function, that 

is to activate the street front so it achieves a good urban design 35 

streetscape purpose.  That would be one way of dealing with that.  And 

in this setting I would see no need at all for retail on an upper level for 

example.  It just in my mind would not need to function that way. 

 

 Well already the rules ensure that future residential is at an upper level 40 

so that is not a problem, and offices could be a mix of ground floor or 

upper level space, I do not see that as an issue but certainly the retail 

aspect could be put into that framework. 

 

  [1.05 pm] 45 
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DR MITCHELL:   All right, thank you, no that is helpful.  Finally, is your 

knowledge of the Commercial Mixed Use zone Christchurch-wide 

sufficient to identify how many other property owners might be in a 

similar position, at least in theory, to your current client? 

 5 

MR THOMPSON:   No it is not, I am sorry. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Okay, thank you.  Thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, Mr Putt, I have just got a couple of matters. 10 

 

MR PUTT:   Certainly sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  I am interested in your explanation around the Commercial 

Mixed Use zone and the concept of flexibility, and the question 15 

obviously is one of how much flexibility, that is really the nub of it.  

And just one quick follow up, obviously focusing on the risk to the 

CBD dimension that is coming through in evidence, you rely on 

Mr Thompson for your view as opposed to Mr Osborne on that matter 

as I understand it, that is right, it is mentioned in your evidence? 20 

 

MR PUTT:   Yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes.  And also, I am just thinking about Mr Sellars’ 

evidence on the valuation dimension where he answered the Panel this 25 

morning on his valuation opinion as to the valuation consequences of 

providing a subdivision if you like of floor, gross floor area for office, 

another for retail, another for commercial services.  His answer was 

that it would have some valuation impact based on the theory of 

valuation that you would take but he did not, in my impression, rate it 30 

as necessarily a very significant one.  It would have some but he did 

not see it in the same way that his client saw it, as I read it. 

 

 So if that is my understanding of his evidence, if that is correct, and 

following up from Dr Mitchell, would there be some value in providing 35 

clarity in regard to relative floor areas?  Bearing in mind we must 

evaluate the risk to the CBD and we will have to make a determination 

of which evidence we find is sufficiently reliable for that opinion. 

 

MR PUTT:   Well sir, given the structure of the Plan at the moment, it would 40 

be a sensible outcome to put some parameters around the balance of 

particularly retail, that is clearly the concern.  I do not see office as 

such a concern. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Well, no obviously the Panel will have to make its own 45 

finding on that. 
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MR PUTT:   Yes, yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   And let us assume for the moment that the Panel does not 

agree with you on the second point, and obviously it is a matter we will 5 

simply come to a view on once we have heard all the evidence. 

 

MR PUTT:   Yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  So retail is one, would you have any idea on what you 10 

would nominate as, I think one of the, well perhaps before I get there, 

there is reference to gross floor area in the standard, which you did not 

author, and Mr Keung’s statement around some of the dead areas of a 

building, and I think his net answer was somewhat south of 3,000 in 

terms of leasable area, so should the reference be to GFA or GLFA do 15 

you think?  The latter being leasable floor area. 

 

MR PUTT:  GFA puts the calculation more in the form of the building 

envelope. 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes.  So you prefer that? 

 

MR PUTT:   GLFA is a more complicated arrangement usually and - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   It takes out (INDISTINCT 4.11) areas, does it not? 25 

 

MR PUTT:   - - - it uses up a lot of debate at the Council counter as to what is 

(INDISTINCT 4.15) - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, so moving past that, so assuming GFA is the 30 

better reference in your opinion, do you have a number in regard to 

retail that you would in your experience in these areas and looking at 

this building say would be a sensible floor area? 

 

MR PUTT:   Well it is likely with this site that you could get one tenant who 35 

occupies the existing buildings without any form of additional floors 

being built, and that could be an office or a retail outlet. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So if we did a calculation of that existing building 

footprint, and assumed a ground floor tenancy then we could derive a 40 

number that way? 

 

MR PUTT:   Yes, and that is going to be in the order at the moment of about 

1,800 to 2,000 square metres. 

 45 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay. 
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MR PUTT:   Because that is what is there. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes.  And at that point you would say the balance in 

regard to office would not pose any material risk so no need to 5 

subdivide that from commercial services. 

 

MR PUTT:   Yes, that would be my view. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, thank you.  Any questions arising, Mr Fowler? 10 

 

MR FOWLER:   None, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you very much, Mr Putt.  Thank you for coming in 

at late notice. 15 

 

MR PUTT:   Thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   You are free to go.   

 20 

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW [1.10 pm] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   We are obviously running a bit behind.  I am wondering 

whether or not we might do is take a 10 minute comfort stop so Mr 

Winchester can just catch up with his witnesses, and would counsel 25 

have a problem if we just run through until we finish?  Obviously a bit 

hungry.  We could take 20 minutes if you wanted to grab something to 

eat. 

 

MR FOWLER:   I am very comfortable moving forward on the basis you have 30 

suggested. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, we will take a 10 minute recess, thank you. 

 

ADJOURNED [1.11 pm] 35 

 

RESUMED [1.23 pm] 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.  Thank you, Mr Winchester? 

 40 

MR WINCHESTER:   Thank you, sir.  I propose to call Mr Osborne first.  We 

have a summary of his evidence available to the Panel if you think it is 

of assistance.  It has been distributed to my friend.   

 

45 
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<PHILLIP MARK OSBORNE, sworn [1.24 pm] 
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<EXAMINATION BY MR WINCHESTER [1.24 pm] 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   Good afternoon.  Your full name is Phillip Mark 

Osborne? 

 5 

MR OSBORNE:   It is. 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   And you have the qualifications and experience set out 

in your statement of evidence? 

 10 

MR OSBORNE:   I do.   

 

MR WINCHESTER:   And you have prepared a statement of evidence at the 

direction of the Panel, dated 11 August 2016? 

 15 

MR OSBORNE:   That is correct. 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   And do you have any amendments or clarifications to 

that statement? 

 20 

MR OSBORNE:   Not at this time.   

 

MR WINCHESTER:   Thank you.  So do you confirm then that the statement 

is, to the best of your knowledge and belief, true and correct? 

 25 

MR OSBORNE:   It is, indeed. 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   And you have got a summary of your evidence – I will 

ask you to read that out please, and remain where you are and answer 

any questions. 30 

 

  [1.25 pm] 

 

MR OSBORNE:   Thank you. 

 35 

 The evidence I have provided for this hearing is in relation to the 

amended relief sort by K I Commercial on land that sits within the 

Commercial Mixed Use Zone outside the Addington Neighbourhood 

Centre.  My evidence assesses the appropriateness of this relief when 

considered in the context of the Strategic Direction and Commercial 40 

Chapter frameworks of the consolidated centres approach.   

 

 As outlined in my previous evidence, commercial activity in 

Christchurch city has become increasingly dispersed prior to the 2011 

earthquake.  Subsequently, the destruction of the CBD saw the 45 

necessary accommodation and dislocated commercial activities within 
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suburban areas resulting in a dramatic increase in suburban commercial 

development and supply.   

 

 A key outcome sought by the statutory documents drafted following the 

earthquake was the recovery of the CBD as the primary commercial 5 

centre.  While this direction is underway the CBD remains in a state of 

recovery with significant commercial hurdles still to overcome. 

 

 A key factor in the timely recovery of the CBD and the overall 

consolidation of commercial activity is the level of competing 10 

commercial space provided in suburban and out of centre locations.   

 

 My understanding is that the K I Commercial relief seeks to provide 

additional commercial space in an out of centre location, adding to an 

existing commercial market that already exhibits significant levels of 15 

suburban capacity, and simply adds to the level of competition faced by 

the CBD and other centres.   

 

 The evidence presented by Mr Sellers for K I Commercial raised two 

issues.  The proposed location is such that it will not impact upon the 20 

demand for commercial floor space in centres or the CBD, and the 

proposed level is only 0.56 percent of the total proposed CBD 

development. 

 

 While the K I Commercial site may be located in a sub-prime position, 25 

the relief sought would effectively have two impacts on the market.  

The first is to increase the overall supply of commercial space in the 

market, essentially diverting commercial activity from another location, 

unless the argument is that activity would not otherwise locate in 

Christchurch.   30 

 

 The second is the overall effect on viable development.  As supply 

increases rents are likely to fall.  As outlined in Mr Sellers’ evidence, a 

current issue for Christchurch.  And this fall is likely to impact upon 

the viability of development in fundamental centres such as the CBD 35 

which already face issues in terms of financial feasibility.   

 

 Although outlined in my evidence, there is not necessary a linear 

relationship between the level of disequilibrium in a market and its 

effects.   40 

 

 It is my understanding the relief sought should be assessed in light of 

the Strategic Directions Chapter and the objective of consolidation.  

Within this context the level of impact is not as relevant as the fact that 

the provision of additional commercial space out of centre is contrary 45 

to this objective.   
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 The rebuttal statement of Mr Sellers primarily reiterates his first point, 

that the market for this location will not compete for in-centre activity.   

 

 As outlined in my evidence, this location may not directly impact the 5 

CBD by diverting tenants, but given the finite demand in the market – 

not fixed as stated in Mr Thompson’s evidence, paragraph 23 – it will 

divert commercial activity away from a location that is provided for in 

the proposed plan, and in turn increase the competition for commercial 

activity away from the CBD.  Although this location may appeal to a 10 

smaller proportion of the market, it’s inclusion still has ramifications 

for the entire market.   

 

 As I have said there, I am not necessary saying that there is a 

significant risk of tenants that would go into the CBD actually going 15 

into this location, what I am saying is that an increase in commercial 

supply out of centre that competes on price is likely to compete for 

commercial activity that goes into centres.  Centres such as Addington 

or office parks such as Hazeldean to the north-east.  In deferring that 

activity away from those, those centres then, as we move up the 20 

hierarchy, compete for CBD activity. 

 

 While the rebuttal evidence of Mr Thompson provides a more far-

reaching argument against the consolidation of commercial activity, I 

have identified only some of the key misinterpretations of my evidence, 25 

the context in which it sits, and basic economic principles.  These 

include: While arguing against the benefits of commercial 

consolidation Mr Thompson does not appear to have considered the 

strategic context.  

 30 

  [1.30 pm] 

 

 Mr Thompson’s academic information bears no relevance to the 

Christchurch economy post-earthquakes.  Mr Thompson has cited 

several academic articles relating to the lack of precision around 35 

identifying and calculating agglomeration benefits.   

 

 However significant research exists, including in the New Zealand 

context, and there is a couple of examples there, identifying these 

benefits and this research is generating significant change in strategic 40 

planning documents worldwide.  The level of impact is potentially less 

relevant than the fact that the relief sought is contrary to the strategic 

objectives. 

 

 Mr Thompson’s comment regarding the crucial economic role of the 45 

CBD in paragraph 26 is both fundamentally incorrect and contrary to 
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the direction of the Regional Policy Statement, the Central City 

Recovery Plan and the Strategic Directions chapter.  Mr Thompson has 

incorrectly surmised that I have argued for a restriction of supply below 

that required to meet market demand.  This is in fact contrary to my 

previous evidence.  It is my position that the Plan provides more than 5 

sufficient capacity to meet future demand. 

 

 Mr Thompson’s argument that the provision of the Plan will simply 

increase rent is incorrect.  As identified in Mr Sellars’ evidence, rent 

levels are falling.  A key economic concern of mine is not that rents 10 

rise, but that unnecessary increases in inappropriate located commercial 

development do not continue to drive rents down further.  While I 

agree with Mr Thompson that the provision of greater levels of 

commercial capacity will lower rents, this must be balanced with 

sustainable growth and the recovery of the CBD. 15 

 

 The K I Commercial site is not in the Addington neighbourhood centre.  

One of the points raised earlier in Mr Thompson’s summary was the 

apparent disjunct between my evidence and Mr Heath’s evidence.  I am 

not looking and my evidence does not seek to restrict commercial 20 

development, it seeks to manage it and consolidate it in appropriate 

locations.  The evidence given by Mr Heath followed this and we are in 

fact in alignment with each other.  It stated that the approach enables 

existing centres to expand where proven appropriate and I think that is 

the important thing – the assessment of whether there is a need to in 25 

fact expand those centres, and in this case expand the centre beyond 

that which is identified by the submitter’s site. 

 

 Both the growth and capacity assessments undertaken by 

Mr Thompson for commercial activity appear to be crudely based 30 

simply on past rates and have not considered significant changes in the 

market and projected labour force rates.  In his evidence, Mr Thompson 

and I have not had an opportunity to provide obviously a rebuttal on 

Mr Thompson’s evidence but it is evidence he simply looks at the last 

10 years and states that an appropriate growth is 15,000 commercial 35 

employees based on the previous 10 years’ growth.  My assessment of 

5,500 commercial employees is based on not only the trends but has to 

do with population growth, labour force participation rates, all these 

sorts of things that actually drive these markets. 

 40 

 Having considered the rebuttal of both Mr Sellars and Mr Thompson, it 

remains my economic position that the relief sought by KI Commercial 

is not only contrary to the objectives of the Plan but is likely to result in 

economic disbenefits to the Christchurch community.  Thank you. 

 45 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Just when you are ready, Mr Fowler. 
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MR FOWLER:   Your Honour, I do not have any questions for this witness, 

thank you. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.  Now, so Ms Huria? 5 

 

MS HURIA:   No questions, thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.  Ms Dawson? 

 10 

MS DAWSON:  You will have heard the questioning today regarding 

constraining the amount of retail or office that might go on this site 

through various ways of addressing a possible rule for the site in ways 

that might be specific to the site and might make up for the activity that 

has been lost since the earthquakes and maybe no more than that. 15 

 

  [1.35 pm] 

 

 Or maybe limit the amount of office or retail to not necessarily being 

the full 3,600 square metres.  Does any of that affect your opinion?  In 20 

other words, is there a point where what might happen on the site of 

itself does not trigger the concerns you have got, or particularly if it 

does not then lead to other sites picking up the same rule or type of 

approach? 

 25 

MR OSBORNE:   I understand the position of seeking to reduce the potential 

impacts of change.  I would have thought that was probably 

appropriately assessed at a consent level.  At this point, looking at the 

surrounding environment and the amount of activity, office space 

especially that sits in the Hazeldean business park and the amount of 30 

space that actually sits in Addington town centre itself, the way that my 

assessment obviously has been done is based on those higher order 

principles and whether this actually meets those principles.   

 

 And from my evidence obviously the position that this creates is one 35 

that is contrary to the Plan.  In terms of limiting the negative effects of 

additional floor space I think the question that was asked earlier by the 

Panel was is this simply death by a thousand cuts?  And the size of 

those cuts is not as relevant as how many there are.  And I think 

reducing the size and identifying the amount of office or retail that 40 

could be on this site simply just reduces the size of that cut and that 

potential damage but obviously opens it up to first of all being 

damaged, and secondly opens it up to a thousand more possibilities. 
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MS DAWSON:   So on its own, reducing the size reduces the amount of 

potential damage but it does not reduce the chance, the risk of there 

being thousands more of the same amount? 

 

MR OSBORNE:  From my position the argument put forward by the 5 

submitter’s expert is one that is not special and could be put forward 

for any of these sites.  The sites that exist in the substantial space 

between the Commercial Core and the Mixed Use, those may have 

existing use rights but they do not have all of the benefits of actually 

being zoned for this type of activity and in rezoning there is obviously 10 

a massive amount.  But yes, there is in this particular case, a direct 

correlation between the level of impact and the quantum of space. 

 

MS DAWSON:   And your answer to me was that the level of impact could in 

a more particular way be considered through a resource consent and 15 

then the conditions put on that resource consent rather than trying to 

have a bespoke rule that deals with all these issues? 

 

MR OSBORNE:   I think that is a finer grained and a less dangerous approach 

for a site such as this, especially one that probably does not sit as close 20 

to the actual town centre as a lot of other sites in this particular 

location, and it opens it up, if the arguments are accepted for this site, 

there is no reason to suggest they will not be accepted for every other 

site. 

 25 

MS DAWSON:   All right, thank you, that is all my questions. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Dr Mitchell? 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Thank you, sir.  Hello, Mr Osborne.  Just following on from 30 

that, are you aware of how much Commercial Mixed Use zoned land 

would be in the same or similar position to this submitter, in your 

knowledge of, the analysis of these that you have undertaken around 

Christchurch? 

 35 

MR OSBORNE:   It depends on your definition of in the same position.  There 

is obviously a considerable amount of Mixed Use that sits around 

centres for that very purpose, it is a transitory zone as it were for the 

types of activities that do like to support the commercial and retail 

activities that are located in the centre.  I am unaware of the quantum.  I 40 

know that there is a significant amount along Blenheim Road and so 

forth, and there are a lot of other areas that sit outside centres - - - 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Yes, sorry, I was sort of drilling it out at a deeper level than 

that of simply being able to use the same site specific argument that 45 

says we are a special case because our circumstances have changed 
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between when the earthquake happened and when the new Plan rules 

came out.  Is this a widespread issue, would you think, in the 

Commercial Mixed Use Zone or is it essentially a one or two location 

situation? 

 5 

  [1.40 pm] 

 

MR OSBORNE:   I have not actually assessed those people that, for example, 

missed out on existing use rights. 

 10 

DR MITCHELL:   Okay, no, that is fine.  You have said at your paragraph 4.3 

where you are talking about development potential of the particular 

sites and you have identified Mr Sellars’ figure from his primary 

statement, a bit over 2,200 square metres and then Mr Stevenson’s sort 

of theoretical calculation, if I could call it that, of 10,000 square metres 15 

and you have said that you are focused on what the rule would permit 

and, therefore, relied on Mr Stevenson’s calculation.  That is obviously 

slightly historic in terms of where we are now at because there is a 

proposal in front of us for 3,600 square metres. 

 20 

 Given that, does that change any of the analysis that you have then 

done and the conclusions that you have drawn? 

 

MR OSBORNE:   I have not actually done an analysis on the impacts of this 

quantum of space simply because I believe that that is obviously a 25 

consent issue.  This does not change my standing and this is contrary to 

those objectives so the level of space as I think we discussed in the 

previous question, the level of impacts and the quantum of actually 

space that is developed is not really the question at this level.  It is 

whether that is in line with the objectives of the Plan or whether it is 30 

contrary to them and at this point whether I accepted Mr Sellars’ 

amount of 2,200 or Mr Stevenson of 10,000 and subsequently, the 

3,600 that the submitter has agreed upon. 

 

 The very development in provision of office and retail in this location 35 

is contrary to that objective of consolidation and it is likely to impact 

subsequently on centres. 

 

DR MITCHELL:    But doesn’t that assume, make a very big assumption about 

how directive that policy framework is and what you define as 40 

someone’s existing entitlements because there are a lot of examples in 

this Plan that recognise circumstances as they are at the time the Plan is 

being drafted.  I mean, no one is suggesting, for argument’s sake, that 

you pull Riccarton Mall down to facilitate redevelopment in the central 

city.  That is not meant to be a flippant example. 45 
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MR OSBORNE:   Sure. 

 

DR MITCHELL:    But doesn’t that same sort of general principle apply that 

you can draw the lines wherever you like and not necessarily fall foul 

of the overarching policy direction of consolidation.   5 

 

 When you take a reasonably pragmatic approach and say the intention 

of this, notwithstanding the policy approach, is not to disenfranchise 

any particular property owner. 

 10 

MR OSBORNE:   No, no, I agree that there has to be a degree of fairness 

involved in changing the activities that you can have on a site.  My 

understanding, obviously, is that at the point of that decision there 

needed to be that activity on the site in order to get those existing use 

rights.   15 

 

 Probably beyond that from a purely economic point of view you would 

suggest that although there are issues around the fairness of people 

having those activities already and making decisions around having 

those activities on their site that there is some latitude that is needed to 20 

provide for but a line at some point needs to be drawn, otherwise you 

continue to move that line. 

 

DR MITCHELL:    I suppose then, just finally, on that basis, is your concern 

one of precedent rather than the actual effect of up to 25 

3,600 square metres of – I am not sure that it is additional – but of new 

activity in this particular area.  Are you concerned about the principle 

rather than the actual quantum of effect that this would produce? 

 

MR OSBORNE:   My chief concern is the principle and the contrary nature of 30 

the proposal.  In terms of actual effects, I do not believe anybody has 

actually assessed those at this point and I believe an appropriate place 

to do that is at a consent level. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   But if this were to be a one off and that we had put the 35 

precedent issue to one side, it just seems harder to, a sort of a lay 

evaluation, to say that the development of two relatively small 

properties in Addington somehow is going to say the future of 

Christchurch as we plan it is going to all go down the toilet. 

 40 

  [1.45 pm] 

 

MR OSBORNE:   No, no, I completely agree.  The impacts of this one site are 

not going to be far reaching in that regard.  The impacts themselves 

have not been assessed by anybody so we are not sure exactly what 45 

those look like especially with a number of tenants moving from 
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Hazeldean, for example, into the CBD and releasing office space from 

there and things like that.  Those things would need to be looked at in 

terms of the actual need for this but, as you say, it needs to be balanced 

against that fairness and a pragmatic approach for that. 

  5 

 I would not know in terms of the criteria that you would assess this site 

specifically that would isolate it from all other sites in Christchurch.  

You would need to look at those criteria carefully in terms of how you 

isolate that site. 

 10 

DR MITCHELL:    All right, thank you, Mr Osborne, thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Mr Osborne, just a couple of other questions and 

follow-up with that, so if we go back in time to the Council’s notified 

version which was of an Industrial zoning and then a change of position 15 

in its opening supported by the evidence of Mr Stevenson for this to be 

called a Commercial Mixed Use Zone in this area and including the 

rule in regard to activities in existing buildings and here we are now as 

a result of the Panel so I attempt to make it clearer. 

 20 

 But in terms of that background, I cannot recall because I have not 

checked, but did your evidence support the Commercial Mixed Use 

Zone promoted by Mr Stevenson? 

 

MR OSBORNE:   I do not believe I presented evidence purely on the centres. 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   No I do not recall – that was my recollection so the next 

question I guess I have on that and that is fair, I understand that.   

 

 Were you consulted prior to that change of position being put to the 30 

Panel for your view? 

 

MR OSBORNE:   No, I was not. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Right, now just in terms of the foundation for your view 35 

and the comments that have been made around you and Mr Heath by 

Mr Thompson, my understanding is that the section 32 work that was 

done for the Plan was underpinned by the Property Economics Report 

which was co-authored by yourself and Mr Heath. 

 40 

MR OSBORNE:   That is correct, yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   And the substance of that document pertains to these 

various issues about the centre’s approach. 

 45 

MR OSBORNE:   Yes. 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.  Just in terms of your idea of these matters 

should be put through a consent process, testing that one with you a bit, 

there are lots of rules in the Plan on different categories of consent and 

different activity specific standards in order to qualify for certain 5 

activity classes and often they will set built form standards or other 

limits.  They usually function in that way. 

 

 So, in that sense, I suppose my starting kind of proposition before the 

question is that still does not really answer for what is an appropriate 10 

limit because if we have a resource consent process it still begs the 

question within which activity specific standards and according to 

which activity class so do you have a view on that in terms of the 

evidence you have heard and your own view regarding the various 

components of office retail and commercial services leaving for the 15 

Panel to determine which activity class applies? 

 

MR OSBORNE:   Without actually having assessed and if you are looking for 

a specific rule for this particular site I would need to do some work to 

understand what sort of impacts that would have and how those rules 20 

would actually be again, isolated to this particular site and what the 

argument is for the site to have those specific rules. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So if I could just test you a little bit further bearing in 

mind those qualifications that you also expressed to Dr Mitchell, I 25 

understand that, but so Mr Putt, for instance, referred to the proposition 

of having retail on ground floor from an economics perspective.  Any 

comment on that? 

 

MR OSBORNE:   I believe that retail, especially in this environment, will only 30 

work on the ground floor.  It is not going to work at a first floor level.  I 

do not believe that that is necessarily an appropriate outcome for the 

Addington centre or for Christchurch. 

 

  [1.50 pm] 35 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Now in terms of the other two categories, so say retail and 

office, or just thinking of those two categories of activity, is your work 

focused on the office issue more so than the retail issue, in other words, 

Mr Heath did that, is that right? 40 

 

MR OSBORNE:   Yes, that is correct. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So if we leave aside retail, what is your comment of the 

office complement and how much of a floor area would be appropriate 45 

to be set as an activity-specific standard regardless of activity class? 
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MR OSBORNE:   Again if we are talking about a specific site and we are 

looking at rules specifically for that site it is difficult to say because 

there is so much, I mean we have just heard that 22 percent of the CBD 

is vacant. 5 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 

MR OSBORNE:   We know that there have been several movements from 

Hazeldean business park just to the north.  We know that businesses are 10 

moving from these neighbourhood and centres up the hierarchy - - - 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right. 

 

MR OSBORNE:   - - - that obviously culminates in the CBD. 15 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   So that relates to your cuts comment, I take it? 

 

MR OSBORNE:   Yes.  So to set a limit in this location seems to be sort of 

saying well how little damage can we do rather than avoiding damage 20 

altogether? 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well, in a policy sense would you relate that to what is 

there on the ground? 

 25 

MR OSBORNE:   I believe that there has been some activity that was existing 

at the time of the Panel’s decision and I would limit it probably to that 

level of activity.  Under the Mixed Use zone I believe you can have 

ancillary office, ancillary retail anyway and that would be my limit 

given the quantum not just across Christchurch but also in that 30 

particular area and the amount of space especially with regards to 

office that is likely to become vacant over the following years, 

especially with the specific movement to Hazeldean from the CBD and 

hopefully the movement back from that office space to the CBD. 

 35 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay, thanks very much, Mr Osborne.  Any questions 

arising, Mr Winchester? 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   No, sir, thank you. 

 40 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, thank you very much, you are free to go. 

 

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW [1.52 pm] 
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<MARK STEVENSON, sworn [1.52 pm] 
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<EXAMINATION BY MR WINCHESTER [1.53 pm] 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   Now, your full name is Mark David Stevenson? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   It is. 5 

 

MR WINCHESTER: Do you confirm you have the qualifications and 

experience set out in this statement of evidence and previous statements 

provided to the Panel? 

 10 

MR STEVENSON:   That is correct. 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   Thank you.  And you have prepared a statement of 

evidence for this specific matter, the direction of the Panel, dated 

11 August 2016? 15 

 

MR STEVENSON:   That is correct. 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   Do you have any amendments or corrections to that 

evidence, Mr Stevenson? 20 

 

MR STEVENSON:  I do.  Paragraph 4.5 on page 5, I propose that that 

paragraph is deleted from my evidence.  The basis for that is that it 

implies that a permitted baseline is relevant. 

 25 

MR WINCHESTER:  Thank you.  Now subject to that deletion, Mr Stevenson, 

do you confirm that your evidence is to the best of your knowledge and 

belief, true and correct? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Yes. 30 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   Thank you.  Now you have a highlights package or a 

summary which I will ask you to read to the Panel and remain where 

you are and answer any questions. 

 35 

MR STEVENSON: Thank you. The relief sought by KI Commercial 

challenges the policy framework of the Strategic Directions and 

Commercial chapters of the centres based approach which gives effect 

to the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement.  My evidence conveys 

that the relief sought does not support this approach in providing for 40 

out of centre development. 

 

 In determining the appropriateness of the relief it is not a question of 

how much floor space is practical or realistic, and whether this has an 

adverse effect on the central city or commercial centres, but a question 45 

of whether the relief to provide for new commercial activity accords 
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with the Act’s purpose and is consistent with the policy framework 

under section 32. 

 

  [1.55 pm] 

 5 

 As stated in my evidence, objective 15.1.1 and objective 15.1.2 

establish a framework that supports centres.  It is not a framework that 

provides flexibility to the extent of eroding the very outcome it is 

seeking to achieve, as implied by Mr Putt.   

 10 

 Polices 15.1.2.1 and 15.1.2.4 quite explicitly establish indirect 

commercial activity to centres, which is supported by 15.1.3.2 of 

limiting future growth and development of commercial activity in the 

Commercial Mixed Use zone. The philosophy is to manage resources 

in such a manner to give priority to the recovery and growth of some 15 

locations over another. 

 

 As the Panel conveyed at paragraph 103 of Decision 11, 

implementation of a centres based approach is a market intervention.  It 

may have trade competition and consequences however we agreed with 20 

Mr Heath that the centres approach concerns what is in the best interest 

of the community, particularly a recovering community, and I 

emphasise community deliberately. 

 

 Mr Putt refers in paragraph 23 of his evidence to objective 15.1.3 as not 25 

subscribing limitations on activities and land use for existing buildings.  

However in my opinion the objective of not to be read in isolation and 

the policy framework clearly anticipates limits on scales and types of 

activity in order to support the centres based approach.  Mr Putt, in his 

rebuttal evidence, refers to an approach that endorses a hierarchy of 30 

commercial activities across the city while being integrated with 

commercial activity expectations in parts of the city outside of the 

centres network but within appropriate Commercial zones. 

 

 The Plan quite rightly provides for commercial activity at such centres 35 

offering the flexibility described by Mr Putt.  This is namely through 

maintaining the function of office parks and provision for a limited 

amount of commercial activity in other defined locations.  However the 

Plan seeks to foreclose any expectation that Mixed Use zones are a 

location for new commercial activities beyond those permitted. 40 

 

 Mr Putt refers at paragraph 14 of his evidence to the special 

circumstances and the spatial context of the site is providing a rationale 

for the request.  I am not aware of any special circumstances or context 

that justifies the relief on this site and not other vacant sites or 45 

buildings in the mixed use context outside a centre. 
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 I agree with Mr Putt that the buildings at 9 and 11 to 13 Bernard Street 

are physical resources capable of being adapted for different uses over 

time.  The flexibility in uses achieved through provision for a broad 

range of activities, including some corms of retail activity.  I therefore 5 

do not consider the resource is wasted as Mr Putt describes. 

 

 In terms of costs and benefits, Mr Keung refers to the wider benefits of 

KI Commercial’s relief for the Addington area, however I question 

how the relief sought supports the neighbourhood centre of Addington 10 

which the site is outside of, or recovery of the central city.  The 

evidence of KI Commercial is otherwise focused on befits and costs 

relevant to it as the landowner.  To enable commercial activity will 

direct demand away from more appropriate locations, as conveyed by 

Mr Osborne, and as discussed in my evidence will not be consistent 15 

with the uncontested objectives of the Plan. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, Mr Stevenson.  Yes, Mr Fowler, thank you. 

 

<CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR FOWLER [1.58 pm] 20 

 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you, sir.  Good afternoon, Mr Stevenson. 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Good afternoon. 

 25 

MR FOWLER:   Now the document that you have just taken us through is 

entitled a highlights package is it not? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   That is correct. 

 30 

MR FOWLER:   And it is intended to be a synopsis of the evidence-in-chief, 

evidence that you have already lodged, is it not? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   That is right, but - - - 

 35 

MR FOWLER:   You have taken the opportunity to include in this a complete 

rebuttal of matters that have been referred to by way of rebuttal in 

Mr Putt’s evidence, have you not? 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Mr Fowler – yes, and I do not know if you need to stand, 40 

Mr Winchester.  It is always expected in these processes where 

evidence has been seen or heard for the first time that in accordance 

with the Code of Conduct any expert witness ought to and indeed 

obviously can respond orally. 

 45 

MR FOWLER:   I will take that matter up. 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   The only issue there is if you have enough time to prepare 

cross-examination.  And if you need time we can give you time. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you, sir.  It does raise – I will put this as a way of a 5 

question – a point in relation to your evidence-in-chief insofar as it 

relates to the specific objectives and policies for the CMU zone, the 

Commercial Mixed Use zone.  Now the objectives and policies that are 

relevant to that zone are objective 15.1.3 and policies 15.1.3(1) and 

15.1.3(2), aren’t they? 10 

 

  [2.00 pm] 

 

MR STEVENSON:   No, I disagree.  The Mixed Use Zone and the rules for it 

cannot be read in isolation simply focusing on that objective and 15 

policy.  The objectives of the Commercial proposal, and for that matter 

the Strategic Directions proposal, are all relevant and the rules in the 

Mixed Use Zone provide a way of implementing if that approach of 

isolating an objective would simply not reflect how the plan is intended 

to be interpreted.   20 

 

MR FOWLER:   You may not have understood my question, but you are 

referring to those policies and that objective as being irrelevant to the 

assessment of the proposed relief which in itself relates to the 

Commercial and Mixed Use Zone? 25 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Yes, sorry, they are relevant.   

 

MR FOWLER:   However, you don’t refer to those provisions in your 

evidence-in-chief , do you? 30 

 

MR STEVENSON:   No.  Although I do refer back in paragraph 1.5 to my 

earlier evidence in Stage 1.   

 

MR FOWLER:   So Mr Putt refers to those provisions in some detail in his 35 

rebuttal, doesn’t he? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   He does, and I have just responded to some of those 

points.   

 40 

MR FOWLER:   Yes, you have.  And the view you have expressed is at odds 

with Mr Putt, isn’t it, in that you take issue with Mr Putt on the basis 

that policy 15.1.3 – I beg your pardon, I think I will leave that line of 

questioning, your Honour, because I have not had a proper opportunity 

to prepare and I do not - - -  45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   Well, Mr Fowler, if you would like we can have a recess 

for 10 minutes or so if you want to confer with Mr Park about anything 

for your cross-examination.  I would not want to limit you there, and 

the Panel needs to make a site visit timing for Mr Keung which is the 

only constraint on us, so I will leave it in your hands.   5 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   Yes, thank you.   

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   I wonder whether we should take a 10 minute recess and 

allow you to reflect on that and perhaps confer with Mr Putt and we can 10 

go from there.  Come back in at 2.15. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Very well, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right.   15 

 

ADJOURNED [2.04 pm] 

 

RESUMED [2.20 pm] 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you. Resume Mr Fowler when you wish. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you your honour, thank you also for the additional 

time. 

 25 

 So Mr Stevenson, I want to take you to chapter 15 and refer you to 

objective 15.1.1, which I suggest is the overarching objective for 

recovery of commercial activity within the city, do you agree with that? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   No not strictly speaking. The reason for that is, the 30 

subjects and policies have to be consistent with the objectives in the 

Strategic Directions chapter which is a higher test than these objectives, 

so the other overarching objectives sit in chapter 3. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Well, the Strategic Directions. For the purpose of chapter 15 35 

though, it sets the overarching objective does it not? 

 

MR STEVENSON:  There is not a hierarchy in the objectives so I do not agree, 

but having said that, that together with the objectives in this chapter 

provides an overarching framework which policies and rules sit under. 40 

 

MR FOWLER:   So objective 15.1.2 and objective 15.1.3 sit underneath or 

alongside objective 15.1.1 regarding recovery of commercial activity, 

do they not? 

 45 

MR STEVENSON:   That is correct. 
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MR FOWLER:   And it is fair to say that together these three objectives and 

the supporting policies within this particular chapter provide an 

integrated suite of provisions to manage recovery of commercial 

activity within the commercial and mixed use zone in other centres in 5 

the city? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   That is right, amongst others. 

 

MR FOWLER:   So turning to objective 15.1.3 - - -  10 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Yes. 

 

MR FOWLER:   - - - it refers to recognising the existing nature scale and 

extended commercial activities within the area zone commercial office 15 

and commercial mixed use does it not? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   That is right. 

 

MR FOWLER:   So logically and practically that word “existing” should relate 20 

to commercial activities existing at the time of the earthquakes do you 

not think? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   No, I do not agree and the reason for that is, the objective 

– the way in which the objective is achieved is expressed than in the 25 

policy which is in this case policy 15.1.3.2 which is again referring to 

recognising the existing nature scale and the extent of utilities, and it is 

when you go to the rules that it articulates what is deemed existing, that 

level of prescription and objective or policy would not be appropriate 

necessarily where the rules convey that and so my reading of “existing” 30 

is, is being how the rules are interpreted which is existing at the time of 

the decision. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Well forgive me but I rather suggest you are using the tail to 

wag the dog because the rules give the effect to the objectives and not 35 

the other way round, is that not true? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   That is correct, but there is – essentially the objectives set 

the outcome, the policy sets out how it is achieved and then the rules 

provide the detail of how that is implemented and - - -  40 

 

MR FOWLER:  So the, the words recognising “existing, nature, scale and 

extended commercial activities”, it must of course encompass the rule 

that is being determine by the Panel, but they are not necessarily 

precisely limited to what is provided for by the rule? 45 
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  [2.25 pm] 

 

MR STEVENSON:   The objective when referring to existing, if it was 

intended to be a pass being prior to the earthquakes, then it would be in 

– the most appropriate wording would have been to set that out because 5 

that would not otherwise be my assumption. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   And what about the second part of Mr Fowler’s question 

though - - -  

 10 

MR STEVENSON:   Sorry. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   - - - as to the “tail of the dog” where I think his question 

was, that what that rule provides for does not prescribe what existing 

means, is that a fair surmise? 15 

 

MR FOWLER:   Yes it is, sir. 

 

MR STEVENSON:   The rule in decision 11 sets out at the date of which 

existing activity should be considered, and that is an interpretation of 20 

the objective and policy, but I do not agree that the rules – the 

objectives derive from the rule, to put it another way, and in fact I do 

not agree that rules wagging objective on the basis that an objective is a 

high level outcome of what is anticipated.  

 25 

 On that basis objectives and policies generally do not have definitions – 

sorry, words in objectives and policies do not have – do not rely on 

definitions as a general approach across the plan, and therefore it is not 

consistent to have a definition or rely on a definition in the context of 

that objective. 30 

 

MR FOWLER:   Do you accept however that the rule that has been determined 

as appropriate by the Panel, is somewhat arbitrary in nature and that it 

provides for some commercial activities to survive the earthquake 

based on their status at the date of the decision, however, for 35 

commercial activities that had not been able to re-establish as the date 

of the decision, they cannot take benefit of the rule can they? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   No that is correct. 

 40 

MR FOWLER:   And so for those activities there is currently no support or aid 

for them within the rule package to enable them to complete a recovery 

that is what a landowner wishes to achieve? 

 

MR STEVENSON:  No, and that is correct. In my opinion the plan is 45 

deliberately firm and seeks to redirect those activities that previously 
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occupied space in less appropriate locations to more appropriate 

locations. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Would you agree though that it potentially creates hardship 

for landowners and particularly this submitter, in the sense that there is 5 

pre-existing investment in this site directed toward re-establishing and 

recovering what existed on the site at the time of the earthquake? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Yes, there is for that individual landowner as is the case 

for landowners for instance in industrial zones, where the previous plan 10 

was very permissive and it has gone to a very restricted approach, but 

that needs to be balanced against the cost and benefits of the wider 

costs and benefits for the whole community of that approach and 

having regard to the policy framework and the recovery of the city and 

the role of the central city plays in that recovery, it is necessary to take 15 

that firm approach. 

 

  [2.30 pm] 

 

MR FOWLER:   Here, however, the relief that is sought is quite specific is it 20 

not, it is a narrow and focused and has in fact been amended to be 

reduced to 3,600 GFA so the impact on the wider city is I would 

suggest to you very limited.  Whereas on the other hand, the relief does 

engage with the first part of that policy 15.1.3. 

 25 

MR STEVENSON:  Sorry, just to clarify, the latter part of the question was 

whether the relief engages with 15.1.3? 

 

MR FOWLER:   Yes, that is correct and supporting policy 15.1.3.2. 

 30 

MR STEVENSON:   Even if it were found that the effects were minor on the 

wider city and the central city as well as centres more generally, to 

have a rule in the Plan in my mind creates a disconnect with the policy 

framework.  And while there are other site-specific rules, the policy 

framework is very much focused on a centres’ based approach and a 35 

rule of the nature, even if it is 3,600 square metres, does not fit in my 

mind with that policy approach. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Now I want to refer you to your evidence at 5 and there you 

refer to the previous stage 1 hearing regarding this matter and some of 40 

the history of the proposals that have been put forward to the Panel.  

And your previous position in your rebuttal presented to the Panel 

allowed all existing buildings in the entire CMU zone to be converted 

to offices, retail, regardless of their current use, did it not? 

 45 
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MR STEVENSON:  That is correct, and in review of the Panel’s decision, if 

not earlier, I found my earlier position was untenable in the sense that I 

had not considered all the implications of what I put forward, namely 

that a permitted baseline was established as well as potentially a 

significant conversion of activities and as Mr Sellars referred to earlier, 5 

there has been conversion of industrial buildings.  Given the size of the 

Mixed Use zone, the implications, as I conveyed in evidence, are 

significant and through this evidence-in-chief I sought to really revisit 

my earlier position which I could not maintain in this hearing. 

 10 

MR FOWLER:  Yes because that earlier position would have applied to 

hundreds of buildings potentially, is that correct? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   That is correct. 

 15 

MR FOWLER:  So now we are considering only two buildings within the 

Addington CMU zone are we not? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   That is right, yes. 

 20 

MR FOWLER:   And you are here opposing a limited relief that is now 

proposed for those two buildings are you not? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   That is right. 

 25 

MR FOWLER:   You have really moved completely to the opposite end of the 

spectrum on this issue have you not? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   I would not say the opposite end because the opposite end 

would be surely more of a liberal approach than what was put forward 30 

in the stage 1 evidence but certainly it is more what I have proposed 

today, sorry my evidence is more restrictive than what I put forward in 

stage 1. 

 

MR FOWLER:  I want to ask you some questions around the particular 35 

features of this site and the submitter for you to consider, because there 

has been some discussion earlier today with respect to concerns around 

a possible precedent that might arise if the relief were granted by the 

Panel. 

 40 

  [2.35 pm] 

 

 So we are here dealing with a site that contains existing buildings that 

have survived the earthquake, are we not? 

 45 

MR STEVENSON:   That is right. 
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MR FOWLER:  And the buildings, and the evidence says $2.2 million have 

been spent on these buildings, that is correct is it not? 

 

MR STEVENSON:  I would have to accept what is stated in the evidence, in 5 

the absence of looking at the plans, yes. 

 

MR FOWLER:  And these two buildings are immediately adjacent to two other 

out of zone Commercial buildings that have been established in 

Addington, are they not? 10 

 

MR STEVENSON:  Yes, that is right, under the previous Plan framework there 

has been a substantial amount of commercial activity established out of 

zone. 

 15 

MR FOWLER:   And this particular site has levels of good integration with the 

existing built environment and is well serviced by the traffic network 

and would integrate well with the existing built environment at 

Addington would it not? 

 20 

MR STEVENSON:   It is part of the existing environment at Addington, I do 

not - - - 

 

MR FOWLER:   If it were to be redeveloped in the manner proposed by the 

rule? 25 

 

MR STEVENSON:  In achieving integration there needs to be support given to 

the wider whole as opposed to the individual site.  Integration is limited 

to an extent by the context and what surrounds it and I would not see 

necessarily a level of integration in terms of activities or connectivity 30 

between sites.  Certainly it benefits from good public transport and 

walkability and cycling to nearby destinations but it is in terms of 

assessment of integration, it does not have integration with the existing 

Commercial Core zone of Addington. 

 35 

MR FOWLER:   No, and that is not what I am asking you because I am asking 

about the existing built environment. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN: Well Mr Fowler, I think you do need to clarify your 

question. 40 

 

MR FOWLER:   Yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Because I was thinking along similar lines that what is 

this construct of integrated?  Integrated management as per the RMA, 45 

in which case you do start to have to consider it in the wider frame of 
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reference.  Integrated with the existing activities at Addington, you 

need to explain what you mean I think.  In what planning sense do you 

ask that? 

 

MR FOWLER:  Well I mean in an urban design sense.  It would integrate well, 5 

in an urban design sense if the buildings were to be completed and 

tenanted in the manner proposed, it would be integrated with the 

existing built environment at Addington. 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Based on what may be proposed – sorry.   10 

 

MR FOWLER:   Should the relief sought be granted then the buildings would 

integrate from an urban design perspective with the existing built 

environment at Addington? 

 15 

MR STEVENSON:  I am not an expert in urban design but the level of 

integration that existing buildings or future buildings, sorry in terms of 

future buildings I could not comment without understanding what may 

occur, but in terms of the existing buildings I feel they lack integration, 

if anything.  For instance the relationship between the building and the 20 

street.  Number 9 I think it is, there is a great limited glazing and 

relationship between the private space and the public space, which is a 

principle of urban design, I am aware from colleagues, but I could not 

comment on that aspect further. 

 25 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you, sir, I have no further questions. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, Mr Fowler.  Ms Huria? 

 

MS HURIA:   Hello again, Mr Stevenson. 30 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Hello. 

 

  [2.40 pm] 

 35 

MS HURIA:   You referred just now to moving from a permissive approach to 

a more restrictive approach and taking a firm approach but do you think 

this is fair on KI Commercial, the circumstances here? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Fairness in terms of the change from the Operative to the 40 

Proposed Plan?  It may not be fair, no, it may not be fair for the 

individual landowner but the previous approach of the Operative Plan 

was such that it would not support recovery of the central city or of 

centres and being very permissive.  

 45 
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 We have heard offices were permitted with no limits in the 

Business 4 Zone amongst other Industrial Zones.  Retail on this site 

would have been permitted up to 2,000 square metres.  If there was no 

more than 3,000 square metres in a 200 metre radius I think that 

fairness for the individual needs to be balanced against the costs for the 5 

wider community of maintaining the previous approach and whether 

that would, in fact, support what the objectives are seeking to achieve 

in the RPS and Recovery Plans and this Plan. 

 

MS HURIA:   Thank you.  Thank you, sir. 10 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you.  Ms Dawson. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Hi, Mr Stevenson.  In that answer to Ms Huria you explained 

to us about the major change from what was in the Business 4 Zone to 15 

a much more restricted regime in terms of new retail and office and 

other commercial activity and that catches everybody that has maybe 

gone from B4 to straight Industrial or B4 to Commercial Mixed Use. 

 

 In this case, if you put that to one side, this property owner has been 20 

also caught by their slowness to re-establish the buildings and the 

tenants within those buildings, is that another factor that has caught this 

particular property owner and that is causing them a cost. 

 

 In other words, if they refurbish their buildings two or three years after 25 

the earthquakes and put back their existing tenants or new tenants then 

they would have been in the same position as other people in the new 

CMU Zone. 

 

MR STEVENSON:   It is a factor to consider in terms of the timing of re-use 30 

of the buildings in the sense that the buildings have been damaged and 

there has been an inability to re-tenant them but I would not suggest 

that situation is unique. 

 

MS DAWSON:   Well, that was my next question.  Do you think there are 35 

many properties or a widespread number of properties that had office 

and retail activity in them, an existing building, so they are an existing 

office and retail activity in existing buildings at the time of the 

earthquakes but did not at the time of the decision on this Zone because 

of the need to refurbish and reinstate those buildings and then get them 40 

re-tenanted. 

 

MR STEVENSON:   I am afraid I do not have evidence to say there has been 

but I am aware of landowners/developers approaching Council seeking 

existing use rights beyond the 12 month period that the RMA 45 

prescribes for existing use rights and that a more lenient approach has 
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been applied under section 10 and on which basis I conclude that it is 

not a unique situation but I cannot quantify or provide an answer on the 

scale of the issue beyond that, I am afraid. 

 

MS DAWSON:   All right, if a one off rule was to be instituted for this site, 5 

what is your view on the risk of that being seen by other property 

owners in the future as a platform for coming forward with the private 

Plan changes or even at a resource consent stage or certainly for private 

Plan changes, to have other bespoke rules on their sites throughout this 

Zone. 10 

 

MR STEVENSON: Unless the policy framework acknowledged that site 

specific circumstance it would potentially lead to a situation where that 

rule is deemed to be appropriate in the context of the objectives and 

policies and others could argue that their relief or their proposal by way 15 

of a Plan change is appropriate in that same context because the policy 

context is reasonably firm and does not offer the flexibility to provide 

for such a rule. 

 

  [2.45 pm] 20 

 

 To have such a rule and a disconnect with the policy framework invites 

potentially others to conclude that if that is appropriate in this policy 

framework then other situations will be. 

 25 

MS DAWSON:   So with the existing P2, 9 and 10 which covered the retail 

commercial services and offices and existing activities in existing 

buildings what activity status does the Plan have to go beyond that? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Unless it is specified in their Permitted Activity Table as 30 

another activity that falls to Discretionary as a default. 

 

MS DAWSON:   So, full Discretionary. 

 

MR STEVENSON:   That is right. 35 

 

MS DAWSON:   So that is the D1 which is just anything else not provided for 

so that would apply somebody with an existing activity in an existing 

building going beyond the scale that they were at the time of the 

decision on Chapter 15. 40 

 

MR STEVENSON:   That is correct. 

 

MS DAWSON:   And it would apply to this current site if they wanted to go 

down that route. 45 
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MR STEVENSON:   That is correct. 

 

MS DAWSON:   And it would also, say we had another major earthquake and 

some of the existing buildings with existing activities in them were 

destroyed, then again that is the route they would need to follow if they 5 

had to rebuild and re-tenant. 

 

MR STEVENSON:   That is right, yes. 

 

MS DAWSON:   All right.  Thank you.  That is all my questions. 10 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Dr Mitchell. 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Thank you, sir.  Hello, Mr Stevenson.  I just want to follow 

on from that and let us imagine this was a resource consent hearing 15 

which it clearly is not but assuming that it was with the decision 

version in place, and an application by K I to say, we want to go back 

to what we had pre-earthquake.   

 

 In other words, what they are seeking to make permitted under the 20 

proposal that they have put to us.  We would then have to go back to 

section 104 and we are not non-complying so we would only have to 

have particular regard to the policy framework and it just seems to me 

that whilst your argument today can say, “I think it breaches the policy 

framework,” the logical conclusion for taking that approach would be 25 

to make such activities either non-complying or even prohibited 

activities, would they not, because once this Plan becomes operative it 

diminishes your ability dramatically to rely on the argument that you 

are making today at the Plan level. 

 30 

 And if, as I understood the concession from Mr Osborne, that looking 

at this particular proposal on its merits just on its own, it might be hard 

to find an effects-based reason to say it was going to cause significant 

effects on the centres-based approach. 

 35 

 It just seems to me that is just as much of a disconnect as making a 

pragmatic decision now to make a specific exemption when there is 

only one before us on a particular set of facts.  Do you have a comment 

on that? 

 40 

MR STEVENSON:   Just firstly in terms of activity status, regard can 

obviously be had to objectives and policies and if not, limited to simply 

an effects-based assessment. 

 

DR MITCHELL:    No, I accept that. 45 
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MR STEVENSON:   Mr Osborne, obviously we have not got the transcript, but 

did not necessarily think he accepted there would not be effects per se 

but that - - - 

 

DR MITCHELL:    I do not think he said there were no effects but he certainly 5 

– well, I got the impression that he said “the effects of this of itself 

would not be…” I do not know if he used the word “significant” but 

they were not sort of going, well, these effects are really going to 

undermine things going forward. There might be some effect but it was 

not significant, at least as I understood his answer. 10 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Yes, certainly a (INDISTINCT 4.41) would need to have 

regard to the effects, the objectives and policies and a consideration of 

effects that their needs can set a precedent in the integrity of the Plan. 

 15 

DR MITCHELL:   But on that basis you would say no, presumably, or you 

would try to say no.  I guess that is what I am trying to get to is this 

issue of equity and if there was a non-complying activity default your 

argument would carry, I would have thought, much more weight than it 

would be if this only defaults to discretionary, because I agree with you 20 

that the policies and objectives still are relevant and they are very 

relevant, but they do not provide the “king hit” if I can put it that way, 

that your evidence tries to give it. 

 

  [2.50 pm] 25 

 

SJH:   Yes, a noncomplying activity in my mind is one, not anticipated by the 

plan and obviously there is the degree to which there is a – the extent to 

which there is going to be scenarios where it may be appropriate in that 

broader framework but you are right, I would have difficulty seeing 30 

how this would support (INDISTINCT 0.47) and policies of the plan. 

 

 And so the administration of the plan I do not – a discretionary activity 

need not be approved obviously, this has got to reject it and I think that 

is going to be a policy based approach if it is rejected, potentially if it is 35 

a small scale like – sorry, a small scale relevant to a larger proposal, the 

effects are going to be significantly less and therefore the effects based 

approach may – the effects based argument may get through every 

time, the risk of simply applying the effects based approach is that 

everything will get through and erode the integrity of what the plan is 40 

trying to achieve. 

 

 A noncomplying activity status would send a stronger signal I accept, 

but it is whether that noncomplying activity status, whether that is 

appropriate when potentially perfectly acceptable proposals are being 45 

granted and in my view if multiple consents are being granted -  
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numerous consents are being granted for a noncomplying activity, it 

defeats the point of being noncomplying.  

 

 But I am just struggling to think, I will need to give some thought to 

scenarios that may be appropriate. 5 

 

DR MITCHELL:  I suppose if you are going back and saying, what might the 

most appropriate activity – sorry, not “the activity” – what would be 

the most logical proposal that would gain discretionary activity consent 

under the proposal that was there, and there were two side by side and 10 

one was a greenfields development on the site and something else was 

going back and saying, “all I want to do is reinstate what I had five 

years ago and which otherwise would have been permitted if I had been 

a bit faster”, it just seems to me very difficult to draw a hard a bright 

line test in the sand to say that is not consistent with an overall centres 15 

based approach such that on a one off basis it cannot be approved at the 

plan stage, that is the trouble I am having with the argument because I 

cannot see any activity ever getting approval under this plan if you are 

approached to assessing a consent application, was taken by the 

consents plans, everything would be bounced. 20 

 

MR STEVENSON:  And the scenarios you conveyed the latter of reinstating a 

previous activity may well be more appropriate than a greenfield site, 

but the risks of such an approach, it has been mentioned by numerous 

times of a “death by a thousand cuts” - - - - 25 

 

DR MITCHELL:   And I get that and I ask questions on that exact point earlier 

on, but that assumes that there is a thousand cuts to be exercised, and I 

am just not sure in my own mind what it is about this particular 

proposal give that it is what we have been told, a reasonably unique set 30 

of facts that will either create such precedent or create an effect 

magnitude that would say, “by doing this you undermine the whole 

planning framework that has been put in place”, and I say that because 

during the course of – I mean this was proposed to be zoned industrial 

as I recall, and I would have thought it was a reasonably pragmatic 35 

decision to say “well let’s change it completely to a completely 

different zone”, surely once that pragmatic decision is made, an even 

small pragmatic decision to say “let’s just reflect two years of or three 

years of tardiness in terms of doing something and all of a sudden you 

are back to square one”, I am just trying to understand how that can and 40 

against that framework be just anathema to the policy framework. 

 

  [2.55 pm] 

 

MR STEVENSON:   I would suggest unless that it was demonstrated that it is 45 

not necessary – although I have not got evidence to convey that, it may 
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not necessarily be any situation, and that granting a consent even for 

what appears to be a small scale relevant to what may otherwise occur, 

is (INDISTINCT 0.29) that policy framework. 

 

 It comes back to taking a policy based approach which I, do not 5 

apologise, but think in order to achieve the outcome sought by this plan 

that strict approach needs to be applied. 

 

DR MITCHELL:  Would it not be possible thought to craft a site specific rule 

that was pretty water tight in terms of any precedent that it might 10 

create? I mean at the moment it is worded quite generally and I think it 

would be reasonably easy for someone to look at that and say, “Well I 

am the same as that, make me the same”, but if there was an advice 

note or some drafting of the rule that may be unique circumstances 

abundantly clear and alerted people to the fact that it was an anomaly 15 

that was addressed and dealt with in this forum, would that not reduce 

most of that risk? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   The only that I think it could work, given the weight in 

the advice note would be to include something in the policy framework 20 

that provides an exemption because go back to my earlier point that is a 

rule which is an exemption essentially to the policy framework, unless 

there is something in the policy framework to provide the help for that 

rule, you erode what – you run the risk that others will jump on it, as 

we have talked about. 25 

 

DR MITCHELL:   Okay, all right, I understand your point of view, thank you, 

thank you, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well clearly we are coming to the nub of the matter, and 30 

again I have got some interest in this area, Mr Stevenson. 

 

 Just in terms of a starting proposition, I indicated to Mr Putt that I was 

interested in his thinking around the flexibility kind of theory of the 

commercial mixed use zone, I mean it will come to objectives and 35 

policies in a minute, but in a broad sense, leaving – well, leaving the 

fine detail aside, I know it is important, but leaving the fine detail aside 

for the minute, it is probably fair to say that it is a sort of a pragmatic 

construct intended to provide a degree of flexibility, let us put it that 

way, more so than the industrial zone and in effect that is how it would 40 

generate it, that is a fair comment? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   I think it is fair in the context of the Stage 1 process that 

it was - - - 

 45 

JUDGE HASSAN:   It’s genesis practically? 
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MR STEVENSON:   Yes, recognition of what was not - - -  

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 5 

MR STEVENSON:   - - - what the plan anticipated and - - -  

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 

MR STEVENSON:   - - - finding something that was a better fit than a 10 

commercial core or an industrial zone. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   And of course that was an evidential judgement made at 

the time by the Panel, and in the same sense that our – not “in the same 

sense” – provisions that relate to that, are not, put it this way, set in 15 

concrete to that point, in the sense that we can revisit the mould to 

some extent in terms of the order in council, you understand that? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Yes, yes. 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Right. And this concept of existing, your discussion with 

Mr Fowler around the objectives and policies and the dog and the tail – 

well perhaps it should be more the cat out of the bag and its tail – so 

existing as you said, insofar as the objectives and policies it is 

concerned is not defined and that is consistent with the design of the 25 

plan as a whole, we do not typically have definitions for those 

provisions, but I took answer to be, it is undefined – it is undefined I 

should say, but an indication of its meaning is in the rule, that is 

effectively what you are saying is it not, it is a pointer. 

 30 

MR STEVENSON:   Yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Now so if we were to think about it in those terms, the 

rule must still, we must be satisfied, achieve the objectives, in a sense 

that they have to achieve or implement the policies if they fit their 35 

description of rules in section 74 and 75 of the Act as well, do they not? 

That is effectively what we need to focus on, that sort of hierarchy that 

Mr Fowler’s described. 

 

  [3.00 pm] 40 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Absolutely, a vertical hierarchy so every rule has a policy 

and every policy has an objective. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, yes.  And on this undefined construct of existing, 45 

admittedly obviously pointing in a direction through the rule as it is at 
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the moment relating to the evidence that that pertained to as well of 

course, I just want to do a comparison with you very brutally.   

 

 First of all come back to this concept of precedent and I think your 

answer to Dr Mitchell was better to have it in a policy rather than in an 5 

advice note, this expression of context, site specific.  And presumably 

in constructural terms that could refer to this decision and the reasons 

in this decision as a relevant, important point of reference for the future 

administration of the Plan.  Whether it be resource consents in other 

sites, resource consents in this site or future plan changes.  Do you 10 

agree?  It provides a clarity on context to manage a precedent issue.   

 

MR STEVENSON:  Certainly the explanation would be a matter to have 

regard to by a consents planner. 

 15 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Yes.  And in theoretical terms I suppose it could refer 

could it not to this decision and refer the reader to the reasons given for 

this exception, in saying that is something you have to take into 

account going forward.  Do you think that would be a good way of 

doing it? 20 

 

MR STEVENSON:   I think it is one way of doing it.  I guess just putting a 

consents hat on, regardless of what provision is in the Plan, essentially 

any matter and if a consent planner is wanting to understand the context 

I would hope they would look to the written decision. 25 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well you hope so? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   And to specify it for one rule. 

 30 

JUDGE HASSAN:   But on the other hand of course if there is not such a 

reference then the rule of thumb is well the lawyers will tell you that 

you read a document in its four corners according to its true intent and 

purpose, according to how and the interpretation act approach which 

would say do not look behind it to the reasons necessarily but I suppose 35 

if there is a policy that tells you to then it tells you do does it not? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   It does.  It is just whether having a reference implies that 

other provisions were not being interpreted, they should not. 

 40 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay, so a matter of design.  Now if we were looking at 

most appropriate.  You said in answer to Mr Fowler that the existing 

rule did not fit with the policy and that rule just referring to the 3,600 

square metres, I understand that evidence, do not need to go back to 

that.  On the topic of existing and its reference in the policies though, 45 

would in a relative sense, the rule be more appropriate in achieving the 
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objective and policies if that reference to 3,600 was accompanied by 

some construct of existing? 

 

MR STEVENSON:  In respect of making that 3,600 fit within the term existing 

is it? 5 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Say existing building for instance and I will come to what 

we mean by that in a minute but just in general terms. 

 

MR STEVENSON:   The only difficulty - - - 10 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Would it be more appropriate than not having it at all?  

That is my question.  Not about whether it is right.  Would it be more 

appropriate? 

 15 

MR STEVENSON:   It would be more appropriate to have - - -  

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Existing in there or not have it there? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   That is right. 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Right. 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Can I? 

 25 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Thank you.  The 3,600, because it is a figure not related 

to the existing building, it would need to be some other description of, 

or some other figure that has regard to the existing building. 30 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  All right.  So if we look at the evidence on that, and 

determine an appropriate figure, then your previous answer stands? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Based on the evidence around that, if the policy was 35 

amended, such that the rule was appropriate in that context. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Yes, okay.  Now if we add something more to the 

equation, if we think about existing building and we think about the 

evidence, this about it pragmatically and think about it in terms of 40 

financial costs and everything else.  Would it do too much violence to 

the construct of existing to recognise the changes to that built form that 

Mr Keung referred to as the planners that he took advice from saying 

that would be outside the parameters.   

 45 

  [3.05 pm] 
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 In other words, he talked about modifications to the front in the plans 

that he shows us and I think the exhibits and the back wall, and 

somebody told him that those are outside what existing means, would it 

do too much violence do you think, for it to remain more appropriate 5 

for that to be clarified, in favour of the position of allowing for those to 

be considered to be part of this existing building or buildings? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Based purely on the photographs in Mr Keung’s evidence 

it did not appear to be changes in size. 10 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well his evidence refers I think though to some advice he 

took in regard to the front part of the building, and he shows us some 

plans of that, and also the rebuilding of a rear wall, and I am also 

mindful of the exhibits, which we have not closely examined, but I 15 

want you to think about this in the terms of a somewhat pragmatic hat 

on, but in terms of the fact that there is a project in which some costs 

are underway in regard to some reconfiguration of that building that 

possibly goes further than the internal framework.  It might go into the 

exterior footprint, that might either be in place or partly in place or 20 

about to happen, according to the approach that has been invested in in 

the way that Mr Keung described.  Do you think there is some wriggle-

room there, without doing violence to the relationship of this rule to the 

related objective and policies, in the way I asked before? 

 25 

MR STEVENSON:   I would find it difficult just on the face of it to write a 

policy that captures what is in progress or an incremental increase in 

footprint, as opposed to an existing building, constructs what is 

existing? 

 30 

JUDGE HASSAN:   But if we can reference documents that describe what is to 

be done, and those are, say, exhibits, does that problem sort of go away, 

in terms of clarity? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   To an extent.  The risk is if there is a change to those 35 

plans how does that fit in the policy? 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Yes, maybe end up discretionary if you change your 

plans?  So if we go next to the subdivision of 3,600.  And we heard 

Mr Putt’s answers on that and also Mr Sellers’ answers on those 40 

matters, and actually also Mr Osborne’s. So subdivision which 

describes the location of retail and assigns a square meterage GFA 

component to those elements, do you think adding that would make the 

amended rule more appropriate than say, what has been originally 

tendered to us by KI? 45 
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MR STEVENSON:  No. The reason I do not think subdividing it – subdividing 

it does not make it any more appropriate, in my opinion. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, well two more questions.  Insofar as we have 

gone so far with this, say amending the rule in certain regards, so far as 5 

you have answered those questions, is that rule more appropriate than 

the Panel’s rule in its decision? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   I consider the Panel’s decision rule more appropriate in 

the context of the objectives and policies. 10 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  All right. Is it more appropriate than the rule you originally 

proposed? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Yes, most certainly. 15 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, thank you.  Okay. 

 

MR STEVENSON:   Sorry, just to clarify, my second answer was in respect of 

the Panel’s decision version being more appropriate than my earlier. 20 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  I see, so let us ask that first question again.  Is this 

reconstructed rule concept, which is just conceptual, it is just looking at 

potential options, does not suggest the Panel view is set in hard 

concrete – is that say 3,600 for want of a better word existing building 25 

type rule with the other bits and pieces, bells and whistles – is that do 

you think likely conceptually to be more appropriate than the Panel’s 

rule in its decision which we have been asked to revisit? 

 

MR STEVENSON:   I consider the 3,600 construct to be less appropriate than 30 

the Panel’s decision version, being Decision 11.   

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   But with the word “existing” going in there in regard to 

buildings, as I said before, is your answer the same? 

 35 

MR STEVENSON:   Yes. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Okay, thank you for that.  Any questions arising, 

Mr Fowler? 

 40 

MR FOWLER:    None from me.  Thank you.  

 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Mr Winchester, any questions arising, re-exam? 

 

<RE-EXAMINATION BY MR WINCHESTER [3.10 pm] 45 
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MR WINCHESTER:   Just one if I may, sir.  Mr Stevenson, you recall 

Mr Fowler asking you questions about how the existing building would 

integrate from an urban design perspective in terms of Bernard Street, 

do you recall that? 

 5 

MR STEVENSON:    I do. 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   Yes, and looking at the rule as proposed as 

K I Commercial now, do you have an opinion on how that rule would 

address any urban design integration? 10 

 

MR STEVENSON:   It would not at all. 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   Thank you. Thank you, sir. 

 15 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, all right, well, thank you very much, 

Mr Stevenson on this occasion again. 

 

<THE WITNESS WITHDREW [3.11 pm] 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Now, parties, we are a bit late for the site visit, I hope that 

does not cause a problem, Mr Keung. 

 

MR KEUNG:   That is all right. 

 25 

JUDGE HASSAN:    Thank you.  Well, actually, before I close off I did 

indicate that I would be interested in some initial observations from 

counsel on matters obviously reserving closing submissions to writing.   

 

 The next thing I wanted to say just before you speak, what I then 30 

propose to do is to adjourn on the basis of issuing a timetable by 

minute.  The process of Panel deliberation would obviously start and 

the analogy of “set in concrete” does come back.   

 

 In other words, this is a process by which we get to finely cured 35 

concrete which is the decision issued, but sometimes not, not even then.  

But, and so there will be a process of developing thinking as is natural 

for deliberation, and that might mean the Panel gets to a point of further 

clarity at some point on the construct of what might be a possible way 

to address these matters.   40 

 

 If the Panel views them as appropriately addressed differently from its 

decision and then if the Panel has one option or a couple then that 

would be where we end up in deliberation but under any of those 

constructs, other than one where we decide to remain with our decision 45 

expression of the rule, I would have in mind inviting parties to consider 
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some developing thinking on that for the purposes of closing 

submissions. 

 

 Now, as I say, on the basis of it not being set in concrete in that sense 

but developing thinking subject to the views of the parties in closing, 5 

would that be of assistance to parties?  I would perhaps hear it from 

you, Mr Fowler. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Thank you, sir, I think it would be useful to, under that 

scenario, for someone to provide opportunity for the Council and 10 

submitter to take comment. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes, yes.  Mr Winchester. 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   Yes, I agree with that, sir. 15 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, thank you.  Well, perhaps I should hear next 

from you and leave the final word to Mr Fowler given the normal order 

is slightly reversed here.  Are there any initial observations you would 

have on behalf of the Council at this point, Mr Winchester? 20 

 

 I know that you have already indicated in opening that you would abide 

the Panel’s decision and if that is still the position. 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   Oh, it is the position, sir.  I suppose where we appear to 25 

have landed in terms of the Council’s - or the options - is possibly not 

readily foreseen.  I would foreshadow and possibly the Panel has 

thought of it or may want to contemplate it, issues in terms of the 

interests of other submitters, but again, what I am hearing from the 

Panel is a construct that would be very site specific and would not 30 

potentially impact on the interests of other submitters. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Well, I think in section 32A (a) terms we can only go on 

the evidence before us and that happens to be confined to this site or 

these sites in issue, obviously subject to some question about what we 35 

do with sort of thoughts around policies and advice notes, but 

nevertheless, we are in the position where the High Court has asked us 

to reconsider this matter for these sites and no other party has sought to 

take issue with our decision on Commercial Mixed Use so that is where 

we are. 40 

 

  [3.15 pm] 

 

MR WINCHESTER:  Indeed, sir.  So I suspect that the best approach is to 

receive an indication of the Panel’s thinking and if further assistance is 45 
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required by way of drafting, of course.  Or polishing or anything of that 

nature Council would of course assist. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN: Yes, thank you. I think hearing the Council’s clear 

indication about abiding the Panel’s decision it would nevertheless be 5 

helpful for the Panel to receiving a view from the Council about what 

we might float by minute, given that ultimately we may have to make a 

properly informed decision on what the most appropriate rule is and if 

the Council has a view on those matters then clearly we would want to 

hear it.  So all right, well thank you very much. 10 

 

MR WINCHESTER: I understand that, sir, and I will obviously take 

instructions on that. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Yes. 15 

 

MR WINCHESTER:  There are some surrounding complexities which you 

may be aware of from earlier memoranda but within those confines the 

Council is here to assist the Panel. 

 20 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Yes, I understand. Well as I say it is a qualified comment.  

I do not know what lies in behind those discussions.  One would hope 

that at the end of the day whatever arrangements were entered into for 

the purpose of the High Court process that we are not visible on, all 

parties will be mindful of the burden on the Panel to come through this 25 

process in making the right decision under the Act and Order in 

Council.  So hopefully to some extent there would be some meeting of 

the minds on that between parties in order to allow you to help as much 

as you can. 

 30 

MR WINCHESTER:   Indeed, sir. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Your client has got to administer this document at the end 

of the day. 

 35 

MR WINCHESTER:   Yes, and that was the purpose of providing the evidence 

at the Panel’s directions. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:  And certainly the Panel is most grateful for that 

cooperation the Council has given in terms of providing evidence that 40 

the Panel has made quite clear it needs on the basis that a certified 

position was not able to be provided as per, for instance, a Consent 

Order in the Environment Court on this occasion and it falls to us to 

make a properly informed decision on it. 

 45 
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MR WINCHESTER:   Thank you, sir.  I do not think I can add anything to 

that. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Thank you, all right. 

 5 

 Mr Fowler, any initial observations on anything arising today, 

including what we have just discussed? 

 

MR FOWLER:   Some very brief observations, your Honour, and first picks up 

on a conversation just had with my friend in that there are no other 10 

parties before you, so this is a relatively narrow issue in terms of the 

change sought and the range of persons that are participating in this 

latter part of the hearing process. 

 

 The focus appears to have shifted significantly toward objective 15.1.3 15 

and its supporting policy 15.1.3.2, and trying to make, achieve a 

perhaps more complete understanding of how the terms, recognition of 

the existing nature and scale and extent of commercial activities can be 

expressed through the rule that are in the Plan, and I noted a question 

from, I think it was Commissioner Dawson which I thought was quite 20 

pertinent and wanted to sort of refer to, and I think she expressed it this 

way, that perhaps existing could be defined to provide for the hiatus 

between the earthquake and the decision that was issued on this matter 

initially, because that is, I think, really the nub of why we happen to be 

here and that for whatever reason KI Commercial just finds itself sort 25 

of in a gap between the different mechanisms that allow it to authorise 

what it wishes to reinstate on the site and it seems to me that the kind of 

approach that you were sketching out in your questions of 

Mr Stevenson may provide a solution to answer that question around 

how that term “existing” might be defined during that hiatus period, 30 

particularly as it related to this site, and that sort of then moves to the 

next question is, well, you know, what sort of precedent might that sort 

of give rise to, what might be the implications of that and, in my view, 

the implications in terms of further applications are really very narrow 

and limited in nature, and I say that because if the Plan Rule contains 35 

the word “existing” in the manner that you have sketched out to 

Mr Stevenson and that sends a clear signal as to, you know, the type of 

activity that it relates to and is confining, the word it limits the Rule 

and confines its application, if it’s possible to refer to the decision by 

way of explanation as a note for the Rule, that then also has a confining 40 

effect. 

 

  [3.20 pm] 

 

 I think also, you know, there has been some discussion around what 45 

degree of other buildings or land owners may find themselves in the 
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same circumstance as the submitter in this case, and none of the 

Council witnesses have been able to sort of give you, you know, 

understandably, any concrete evidence that there is a long queue of 

other land owners who are in a like position that will sort of pounce on 

the opportunity to utilise a Rule of this sort. 5 

 

 And I think part of the reason for that, your Honour, is because many 

other land owners actually do have existing use rights and the Council 

is being fair-minded in the recognition of the lay where the delay of if 

it’s over 12 months is involuntary in the sense that it’s caused by the 10 

earthquake. 

 

 So the vast number, you know, and I see it in my practice, and I know 

it occurs with other practitioners in the area – many, many land owners 

have actually been able to re-establish what was on their property 15 

irrespective of what the Plan Rules might say in the Plan itself. 

 

 But for reasons I can’t sort of give you a blow-by-blow analysis of 

because of the time and of my arrival on this – into the scene if you 

like, taking instructions, I am aware that KI Commercials cannot claim 20 

existing use rights, but yet it’s quite apparent that there was a 

commercial activity occurring on the site, and I suspect that might 

relate to the provision of parking, which is dealt with rather informally, 

you know, historically in Addington. 

 25 

JUDGE HASSAN:  Mr Fowler, just one quick observation about what you 

have just said, and thank you for that.  I suppose to some extent what 

you say about precedent does depend on the nature of our reasoning as 

you have indicated, and what we find favour with what we do not on 

the evidence, but I am mindful that in terms of what is before us I think 30 

part of that evidence is that there was some 22 or 24 further submitters 

in support of KIs initial submission on the Plan, and I think there were 

various locations in and around Addington which are described in a 

table, which I suppose if one was to construct a very broad theory of an 

expanded neighbourhood centre approach as being the rationale for 35 

this, one could potentially end up with a situation of a number of other 

people being very interested in that idea – do you agree with that? 

 

MR FOWLER:  Yes, I do. You have reminded me of the nature of KI 

Commercial’s original submission, which was much broader than what 40 

was here proposed. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   Commercial core. 

 

MR FOWLER:   I beg your pardon? 45 
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JUDGE HASSAN:   As commercial core. 

 

MR FOWLER:   Yes, that is correct.  Even so their circumstances may not be 

the same as, you know, KI Commercial’s. 

 5 

 The other confining factor which may alleviate some of the concern 

around precedent I think is simply that this is, you know, a Plan 

Change Plan Review, I beg your pardon, Plan Review process which 

has an end point and I know it has been a lengthy process but it will 

come to an end, and those that are in the process are able to participate 10 

in it and those that are not engaged in the process do not have the 

benefit of doing so, which means then that if anyone were to sort of 

emulate what was, KI Commercial is endeavouring to do, they would 

need to proceed by way of a Plan Change process, and a Plan Change 

process is not something that is undertaken lightly in my experience 15 

because it is complex and it is time consuming and it is expensive and 

so that in itself provides a deterrent in a way that, you know, which I 

think you could be mindful of. 

 

  [3.25 pm] 20 

 

 And of course the alternative, if we’re not sort of here, the last point I 

make on this point is that, is a practical matter, yes, I understand the 

concern around precedent and I hope I have addressed that to some 

degree, but in a legal sense this isn’t a resource consent process and so, 25 

you know, integrity of the Plan type issues arising from the future 

applications undermining the direction of the Plan is not, you know, not 

a matter that falls for consideration in the context of the particular 

process that we’re in, your Honour. 

 30 

 They are the matters that I wanted to refer to.  Thank you for the 

opportunity. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN: Thank you, Mr Fowler, and you will have a further 

opportunity to round out your closing.  I am not sure about the order – 35 

it is a little bit of an odd one.  I normally do a sequential exchange for 

closing – I want to issue a Minute on that.  Mr Winchester I probably 

should give Mr Fowler the last word in the sequence. 

 

MR WINCHESTER:   I think so, sir, depending upon the contents of your 40 

Minute, that will no doubt provide parties with sufficient guidance as to 

next steps and if there is a need to vary that initial consideration in 

terms of the order then so be it. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, thank you, we will have some clarity tomorrow I 45 

think on timing and I would envisage that we would probably have a 
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sort of a five working days sort of turnaround I presume is, you might 

as well start the theory of your closings now in anticipation.  We would 

want a relatively quick turnaround I think, given the ambition to finish 

this job. 

 5 

MR WINCHESTER:   Yes, absolutely. 

 

JUDGE HASSAN:   All right, well we now stand adjourned and a Minute will 

issue, thank you. 

 10 

MATTER ADJOURNED AT 3.27 PM ACCORDINGLY 


